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Synopsis 
This thesis describes a study into the performance of both 
opening and closing switches, as used in pulsed-power 
networks. It also discusses the important energy storage and 
compression techniques that are used in the generation of 
high-energy pulsed power. Various different types of switches 
are involved in these applications, and particular 
consideration is paid to the performance of the MESS 
Magnetic Energy switching System ) switch, used both in 
isolation and as part of a pulse-forming network. Exploding 
wires and foils are also investigated in some detail, since 
important features from the action of these are present in 
most opening swi tches. An important part of the investigation 
is the development of the non-linear differential equations 
that describe the performance of the MESS switch, and an 
explanation is given of how these may be solved using a 
digital computer. 
The thesis explains the design and development requirements of 
the elements of pulsed-power generating equipment ( capacitor 
banks, switches, current charging and dumping units, etc ), 
which are dealt with in some detail, as are various high-
current and high-voltage measuring techniques. Some of the 
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switches described need to operate in a vacuum and the thesis 
deals with the development of the chamber used when 
• 
investigating these devices experimentally. 
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Introduction 
This thesis is presented in eight chapters and is concerned 
with the concepts underlying pulsed power technology, and in 
particular topics such as opening and closing switches, energy 
storage and compression technique and capacitor banks. 
Although a considerable volume of relevant literature exists, 
not all the information concerning any particular aspect of 
pulsed power technology is easily accessible, and a number of 
important papers ( some more than 20 years old ) still remain 
unpublished. 
The cold war from 1970 to 1985 contributed a great impetus to 
pulsed-power research, with the star-wars project of the 
American Department of Defence being probably the major 
contribution'. It is said that the improvements achieved in 
one decade would have taken as much as one hundred years to 
complete without the billions of dollars spent on the star-
wars projects. 
In chapter 1 the thesis describes the main concepts of pulsed 
power technology, together wi th energy storage and compression 
techniques. Different types of energy storage for pulsed 
power systems are described, with their storage capability, 
size, cost, and energy density being compared and contrasted. 
The chapter also explain briefly the energy transfer technique 
used in a pulsed power network by means of opening and closing 
- xii -
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switches. 
Chapter 2 discusses the procedure of setting up a pulsed power 
laboratory. It explains in some detail the process of making 
a mylar insulated switch which fires the main starting switch 
and is activated from the control room. Implementation of the 
capacitor bank, charging and dumping units, and crowbar switch 
are also considered. 
In chapter 3, a general view is given of the switches used in 
pulsed power technology. The characterization of switches 
with respect to their voltage, current, opening and closing 
times, and design application are discussed; with the chapter 
being devoted mostly to closing switches. The operation of 
the Blumlein line as a pulse sharpener is described and its 
use in activating the main starting switch is explained. 
Chapter 4 is about vacuum systems. In certain pulsed power 
applications there is a need to carry out experiments in a 
vacuum, to prevent shock waves and any unwanted particles that 
may affect the experiment. Some general principles of vacuum 
technology relevant to pulsed power system are discussed, and 
the mechanisms of vacuum measuring devices are presented. 
Chapter 5 concentrates on plasma opening switches; an overview 
of the different categories is given and the operation of some 
of the switches is discussed; in particular the Magnetic 
Energy switching System normally termed the MESS switch. 
- xiii -
Chapter 6 describes the method for determining the 
experimental circuit resistance and inductance from a short-
circuit waveform. It also investigates the behaviour of a 
fuse operating as an opening switch in a typical inductive 
current transfer circuit. A comparison of simulated and 
experimental results in this case is included. 
Chapter 7 describes the analytical solution and computer 
modelling of an energy transfer system using a MESS switch. 
An analysis of the circuit is presented and a system of first-
order differential equation is solved by applying the Cayley-
Hamilton technique. 
presented. 
Results from this simulation are 
Chapter 8 describes the measurement of current and voltage in 
an environment where the current may reach 3 MA and the 
voltage may be several few hundred kilovolts. Current probes 
and Rogowski coils are discussed and the construction of a 
fluid resistor is also described. 
- xiv -
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CHAPTER 1 
Pulsed Power Technology 
1-1 Introduction 
In simple terms, pulsed power is concerned with the storage of 
electrical energy over a relatively long period and its rapid 
release over a comparatively short period [1, 2, 3). 
Electrical power is routinely supplied by utilities in a 
continuous flow, but for many applications, ranging from 
thermonuclear-fusion research and high energy particle 
accelerators to laser and electromagnetic launchers, high 
power must be delivered in short bursts. 
Electrical energy can be stored directly in the electric field 
of a capacitor or the magnetic field of an inductor. Stored 
energy can be converted to electrical pulses using either 
inertial systems ( homopolar generators ) or electrochemical 
systems ( batteries). However, energy storage techniques 
using springs, compressed gases, or gravity are not normally 
used for pulsed power applications, because of their low 
stored energy density and poor conversion efficiency, and the 
lack of appropriate energy conversion technology. 
Having increased rapidly in capacity, modern pulsed power 
systems can deliver gigajoules of energy, megamperes of 
current, or terawatts of power. Pulse widths vary from a few 
nanoseconds at the highest power levels to several seconds at 
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the highest energy levels. In all pulsed power mechanisms, 
energy is first stored, then compressed to the appropriate 
pulse duration, and finally switched to a load or released. 
An example of the pulsed power principle arises when the 
ignition· switch is used to start a car, using a pulse of 
relatively high current provided by the lead-acid battery that 
has been slowly charged as the car has been previously driven. 
Batteries, using the principle of electrochemical energy 
storage, offer one of the highest energy storage densities 
available; nevertheless they are not often used as pulsed 
power sources since their high internal resistance makes them 
less than 1% efficient in subsecond discharges. 
1-2 Some Applications of Pulsed Power 
Most experimentally studied pulsed power applications demand 
power levels of at least gigawatts and energy levels of at 
least megajoules, with the time scale for delivery of the 
power ranging from milliseconds to nanoseconds. The most 
demanding technical applications for this technology are in 
inertial confinement, nuclear fusion, military programmes 
such as the simulation of the effect of nuclear weapons ), 
directed energy weapons concepts, and advanced weapons systems 
based on lasers and particle accelerators. In recent years 
the use of pulsed power has expanded into a number of 
commercial applications, including metal forming, welding of 
large metal pieces such as oil pipelines, x-ray generators, 
strobe photography, toys, lightning simulation and sewage 
- 2 -
treatment by ozone production. 
1-3 Energy Storage Techniques 
The energy storage systems in general use are capacitive, 
inductive, chemical ( batteries and high explosives ), and 
inertial rotating machines ). The salient features to be 
considered when comparing these systems are the energy storage 
density, storage losses, charge and discharge rate ( which in 
turn determine the minimum energy transfer times and peak 
power capabilities ), and appropriate scaling laws (cost, 
size, etc). 
storage device: energy density energy/weight typical transfer 
MJ/m' J/kg time 
capacitors 0.01 - 1 300 - 500 microsecond 
inductors 3 - 40 102 - 10' microsecond/millisecond 
batteries 2000 10' minutes 
explosives 6000 5 x 106 microsecond 
flyWheels 400 1040 _ 10 5 seconds 
-
Table 1 Comparison of different types of energy storage. 
Table 1 presents a comparison between different storage 
methods [4], and it can be seen that high explosives have the 
highest specific stored energy density and a short energy 
- 3 -
release time. However, they are limited to single-shot 
operation and require auxiliary equipment to convert the 
chemical energy to electrical energy. Batteries have a high 
energy storage density but a low power capability, requiring 
long charging and discharging times. Inertial storage has a 
high storage density and a moderate power capability. 
Capacitors have the highest electrical discharge capability 
but a relatively low energy storage density. Only inductive 
storage has both a high energy density and a high electrical 
power capability. It also has a decreasing ratio of cost per 
unit energy as size increases due to the effect of mutual 
inductance as new turns are added ), and it could be made 
essentially lossless by the use of superconducting materials. 
Since coils are an inherently lossy storage medium, energy 
must be stored for periods of less than about one time 
constant ( i.e the ratio L/R, where L is the coil inductance 
and R its resistance) or else the coil itself will dissipate 
too much energy for the scheme to be practical. 
1-3-1 Energy Storage in Pulsed Power Systems 
Pulsed power systems have historically consisted of a network 
of capacitors and/or inductors, connected by appropriate 
switches and designed to compress pulses of electric energy 
sequentially into shorter and shorter time steps. 
Capacitors and Inductors The capacitive storage of 
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electrical energy dates back to the invention of the Leyden 
jar by Garalatt around 1750 [5]. A capacitor consists of a 
dielectric material contained between two conducting plates, 
and when a voltage is applied across the plates a positive 
charge collects on one and a corresponding negative charge on 
the other. Capacitance C is defined as the ra.tio of the 
charge accumulated to the voltage applied v, and the energy 
stored is a function of the capacitance and the square of the 
vol tage i. e, 
w = ( 1/2 ) C v2 
Capacitors are built in many geometries, but their operating 
principles remain the same. The major variant in their design 
is the material used for the dielectric. Energy-storage 
capacitors typically use castor oil and kraft paper, although 
some modern units employ polymer film. A few systems 
operating at megavolt levels have pure deionised water as 
their dielectric [1, 6]. Unfortunately water cannot sustain 
a high electric stress for a long time, since polarization of 
the molecules allows charge to leak between the conductive 
plates; water capacitors must therefore be charged more 
rapidly than the other types. 
Capacitors are normally available at up to 100 kV, and their 
modular construction allows them to be connected either in 
series, to achieve higher megavolt levels, or in parallel, to 
reduce the source impedance and to deliver currents of up to 
10 MA. Their primary limitations are a relatively high 
internal impedance and a low energy density ( about 0.2 Q and 
0.2 kJ/kg respectively or some 100 times the impedance and 
- 5 -
one-sixth the energy density of inductors [1] ). 
In an inductor, energy is stored in a magnetic field when 
current flows through properly configured conductors, usually 
in the form of a solenoid or a coaxial assembly. The energy 
stored in an inductor is a function of the inductance Land 
the square of the current r, or 
W = ( 1/2 ) L r2 
Inductive and Capacitive Storage Capacitors can 
amplify current by being charged 
discharged at a high current, but 
in both cases; inductors 
at a low current 
operating at the 
on the other hand, 
and 
same 
can voltage 
amplify voltage whilst holding the current essentially 
constant. 
Capacitors are thus best suited to uses in which adequate 
voltage is the prime concern ( eg a gas breakdown ), while 
inductors are best for applications in which current is the 
chief consideration, such as the generation of large forces. 
One major advantage of inductive over capacitive storage is 
that energy is stored at a much greater energy density. 
Capacitive energy densities are limited by the voltage 
breakdown of the dielectric materials employed, whereas 
inductive energy densities are limited by the mechanical 
strength of the materials. For many years the energy density 
available in an inductor has been several orders of magnitude 
larger than that in a capacitor, although recent developments 
in capacitors are beginning to narrow this difference [6]. 
- 6 -
Typically, inductors have shorter time constants than 
capacitors, that is they internally dissipate energy faster 
and are therefore useful only for shorter storage times. 
Except for super-conducting inductors , energy is typically 
stored for less than 1 s, whereas capacitors can store energy 
for 1000 s or even more. In addition, inductors require an 
opening switch to extract the stored energy, whereas a 
capacitor requires only a closing switch. Designing adequate 
opening switches is a major task for electrical engineers and 
is a key element of pulsed power technology. 
Once an inductor is charged with current, and the power supply 
is replaced by a short circuit, the current in the inductor 
begins to decay, because of the resistance of the conductors 
that make up the winding. For small inductors, made of copper 
or aluminum and operating at room temperature, the time 
constant of the decay is typically in the range of 
milliseconds with the stored energy falling below a useful 
level within a period of about three times the time constant. 
Even large inductors have a time constant of only a few 
seconds. 
Designers can extend the millisecond time constant of small 
inductors by either increasing the inductance ( adding a core 
of ferromagnetic material or reducing the resistance 
cooling with a cryogenic fluid ). A cryogenically cooled 
inductor may have a time constant of a few seconds, whilst 
that of a superconducting inductor is virtually infinite. 
However, superconducting inductors are sensitive to current 
density; when this exceeds a critical value, superconduction 
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ceases and the conductor returns to its normal state, a 
phenomenon known as quenching. A quenched superconductor may 
burn out, unless it is designed to transfer part of its 
current to an ordinary inductor. A superconductor will also 
quench if the surrounding magnetic field is too high a 
problem in high energy-density inductors ) or if the field 
changes too rapidly ( a problem in fast-discharging 
inductors ). Thus, the use of superconduction is less 
practicable at very high currents, for high energy density, or 
for very short discharge times. 
1-4 Energy Compression in Pulsed Power 
Energy compression is the process of increasing the energy 
density in space-time coordinate, as illustrated in Fig 1. 
Energy comes in the form of either static modes ( electric, 
magnetic, and gravitational ), or dynamic modes ( kinetic and 
electromagnetic ) and the forces associated with each of these 
can be either repulsive or attractive. A repulsive force is 
one that attempts to increase the volume occupied by the 
related energy and an attractive force is one that tries to 
reduce this volume [7, 8 J • As an example, the forces 
associated with grav~tational energy are attractive and those 
associated with electromagnetic energy are repulsive. Since 
energy compression is a dynamic process, electromagnetic 
energy is always involved in energy compression; to compress 
magnetic energy the magnetic flux must be transferred from a 
- 8 -
Time 
Space 
Fig 1 Energy compression in space-time. 
larger to a smaller volume. 
Transferring energy between uncoupled inductors by opening and 
closing switches will always spread the flux over an increased 
volume, a process that cannot be performed with an efficiency 
of greater than 25% (Appendix 1) [9, 10, 11]. To increase 
this figure an intermediate storage of energy in a 
complementary form must be employed. Complementary forms of 
energy can always be matched to one another. Indeed, a 
theoretical efficiency of 100% can be achieved if, for 
example, magnetic energy is first transferred to its 
complementary form, which is electrostatic energy, and then 
back to magnetic energy. 
This form of transfer process is illustrated in Fig 2, where 
energy is transferred from capacitor C, to capacitor C2 through 
- 9 -
L 
Fig 2 Transfer of energy between capacitors through an 
intermediate inductor. 
an intermediate inductor L. When switch S, is closed, the 
electrostatic energy initially stored in C, is transferred to 
L and stored there as electromagnetic energy. At the first 
current maximum, switch S, opens and 8 2 closes, and energy is 
transferred to capacitor C2 as electrostatic energy. Switch 
S2 opens at the current zero, and the energy remains in C2 • 
1-4-1 Creating Pulsed Power 
In the circuit of Fig 3, switch 8. is closed to charge the 
capacitor C from the power supply. It then opens and switch 
S, is closed ( at to as shown in Fig 4 ) to charge the storage 
inductor L for an appropriate time ( the most appropriate time 
is when L is charged to its maximum energy at the first peak 
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power 
supply 
L 
capacitor 
bank, C 
L 
o 
A 
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Fig 3 Transfer of inductive energy by means of opening and 
closing switches. 
of the oscillating current). The time is then t, on Fig 4 
and the current is I ( or IS1 ). Switch S, is then opened and 
switch S2 closed, when some of the energy stored in L is 
transferred to the load. The current IS1 decays and reaches 
zero at time t 2, so that the time from t, to t2 can be 
considered as the opening time of the switch S,. The load 
current IL begins to rise from zero when switch S, opens and 
rises to its peak value at time t3. If the load resistance is 
sufficiently high, the load current will fall to zero at time 
t. without any oscillation. Practical inductors have 
resistance, and some of the energy stored in L will be 
dissipated in this resistance. If the energy is not 
transferred to the load sufficiently quickly, a significant 
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current 
I ( Max) 
IL( Max) 
------------- ---------""' 
time 
Fig 4 rnductor current and load current in a single-stage 
inductive energy transfer system. 
amount will be lost. The opening time of switch S, must be 
smaller than the time constant of the inductor. As an 
example, a 10 ~H inductor with a resistance of 1 Q has a time 
constant of 10 ~s and to obtain a good transfer efficiency the 
opening time must be less than 10 ~s. 
Much ongoing· research aims to improve and develop opening 
switches for different applications. The design and 
construction of a suitable switch is a key element in a 
storage and compression circuit for achieving TW pulses, and 
this topic is discussed thoroughly in later chapters of the 
thesis. 
Since the switch S, of Fig 3 must open quickly while possibly 
carrying many hundreds of kiloamps of current, a very large 
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voltage will be produced across it, which in itself presents 
a major design problem. However, the pulsed power produced in 
the load is the product of this voltage and the load current. 
Extinguishing the arc produced across an opening switch can be 
achieved by several methods, which vary widely for different 
systems and different applications, with the use of the "arc 
extinguishing" technique or the "arc removing" technique often 
being the factor which differentiates between different 
switches. 
Presently, TW pulses of power can be produced. Unfortunately, 
since the technology of opening switches has not yet developed 
sufficiently to provide a good opening time and a suitable 
conduction time, to achieve a fast high power pulse requires 
more than one stage of switching and pulse compression, as 
shown in Fig 5 for a two stage system [6, 12]. Each stage of 
this type of circuit produces a pulse with a greater power 
amplitude and a shorter duration than the previous stage. In 
Fig 5, an opening switch with a long conduction time and a 
short opening time is used for the first stage, to give 
sufficient time for the inductor L, to obtain its maximum 
energy during the first quarter cycle of the oscillating 
current, and then for the final stage the switch employed has 
a faster opening time. The value of the current after each 
switching step is reduced, but both the voltage and the power 
are multiplied many times over. 
The process of pulsed power production is obviously not a 
loss-free operation, with losses occurring in the arcs or 
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switch 
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FigS· Staging the inductive energy transfer system to obtain 
TW pulses. 
sparks that are produced, together with circuit heating and 
energy left in the stray inductance of the circuit. 
The efficiency of the transfer of energy between two uncoupled 
inductors by means of direct switching ( no capacitor involved 
) has a maximum of only 25%, but for the inductive energy 
storage and compression system of Fig 6 it is possible to 
exceed this limit. Oved Zucker and his colleagues have 
thoroughly investigated the meatgrinder circuit [13, 14, 15, 
16], the term they give to a staged inductive energy storage 
and compression systems. The inductors shown in the circuit 
of Fig 6 are mutually coupled inductors. In one of their 
reports [9], an energy transfer efficiency of 47.5% was 
experimentally demonstrated for a four-step low current ( 10-
50 A ) sequentially switched meatgrinder, which is almost 
double that of the conventional transfer of energy between two 
uncoupled inductors achieved by direct switching. 
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Figure 6 Production of pulsed power by a series of switching 
and pulse compression stages. 
In another high current experiment, the transfer of 
magnetic energy to an uncoupled load inductor using an 
inductive storage and transfer circuit single-step 
meatgrinder ) was discussed [11]. A current transfer of 
17.8 MA to a 5 nH load in 300 ns was reported, with an energy 
transfer efficiency of 26.8%: 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Experimental Facility 
2-1 Capacitor Banks 
Loughborough University of Technology ( L.U.T ) was among the 
pioneers of pulsed power research in U.K universities. The 
first facility that is obviously needed in any newly 
constructed pulsed power laboratory is a capacitor bank, and 
a number of nominally identical capacitors suitable for this 
purpose was therefore acquired. Refurbishment of the 
capacitors was carried out by changing their electrodes 
( which are in the form of flat copper sheets and the 
insulation between them new mylar was used ). The 
capacitors were tested to confirm their ability to withstand 
the rated 30 kv voltage, and measurements of the individual 
capacitances showed a small variation between 26 and 27 ~F. 
After this the capacitors were assembled in two rows of five, 
to make the bank of 10 parallel-connected capacitors shown in 
Fig 7. With a combined capacitance of 265 ~F, the bank stores 
120 kJ of energy at 30 kV. It is of very low inductance of 
the order of 10 nH ) and is capable of providing up to 2 MA 
into low inductance loads [17]. As described later in section 
2-5, special purpose triggered switches were developed to 
connect the bank to the load. 
Fig 7 Capacitor bank at L.U.T 
In addition to the laboratory bank, a mobile bank with a 
pressurised triggered spark gap switch is available for work 
on remote sites [17, 18]. This bank stores 200 kJ at 40 kV in 
eight capaci tors which, together with their charger, are 
housed in a 5 m x 2 . 4 m x 2.4 m container and are connected by 
power and signal cabling to a 4.25 m x 2 . 4 m x 2.4 m container 
fitted out as a control room. The two containers can be moved 
using a lorry and trailer, while heating and ventilating 
controls, together with pneumatic interlocking, ensure safe 
operation under all weather conditions . Parallel-connected 
25 m long coaxial cables provide a low-inductance connection 
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to the load. 
The pressurised triggered spark gap switch which is used has 
the benefit of requiring little maintenance, but it incurs the 
penal ty of an increased inductance . Together with this 
switch, the mobile bank has a total inductance of 
approximately 60 nH and is capable of delivering currents of 
up to 0.6 MA. 
2-2 Vacuum System 
Since it ~s sometimes necessary to conduct pulsed power 
experimentation in a vacuum, a suitable chamber is required. 
A bell-jar, together with a vacuum pump and its auxiliary 
equipment were all available, and were adapted slightly to 
match the experimental requirements . 
equipment are presented in chapter 4. 
2-3 Transmission Line 
More details of this 
The capacitor bank, together with the main closing switch and 
the transmission line which connects the bank to the load, are 
all located on a thick layer of wood carried on twelve 
vertically mounted concrete blocks, situated 60 cm above floor 
level. Since the transmission line should be of very low 
inductance, i t was constructed from copper sheets 600 mm wide 
by 0.25 mm thick. The lower sheet is the ground or cold line, 
and the upper sheet the positive or hot line. Between the 
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~~=----::// "\ 
concrete slabs 
Fig 8 Exploded view of transmission line. 
layers are four l ayers of 0 . 5 mm thick mylar i nsulation . The 
line is covered with a layer of spongy rubber and a layer of 
wood . Weights in the form of concrete slabs are placed on top 
of the wood, with the spongy rubber distributing the weight 
evenly over the transmission line, see Fig 8. 
2-4 Control And Switching Units 
Since work ing with high voltage and high current systems is 
potentially hazardous, special control and swi tching 
facilities are required . A small room next to the laboratory 
containing the c apac i tors was therefore designed for use as a 
contro l room. Pneumatic schemes were us ed to con trol the 
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switching of bo t h the dumper unit that must be connected 
across the capaci tor bank when it is not in use and for 
connecting the charger to the bank . 
To discharge the capacitor bank into a load requires a readily 
controllable switching system . This on its own is a 
complicated task, and a system was designed to enable it to be 
achieved by the manual operation of a button in the control 
room. 
2-5 Main Closing Switch 
Fig 9 shows the basic circuit required for the discharge of a 
capacitor bank into a load . While charging the bank, the 
8 1 8 2 
charger V capacltor---,-bank 
Fig 9 Charging and discharging circuit. 
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Fig 10 Main Closing Switch. 
p_t _f_e 
charging switch S, is closed and the main closing switch S2 is 
open, and the switch S, is opened when the required capacitor 
voltage has been obtained. To discharge the capacitor into 
the load the switch S2 is closed and, since this may then be 
required to carry several mega-amperes of current, the special 
purpose switch described below was developed for this purpose. 
The arrangement of this switch is shown in Fig 10 . It is 
basically of a sandwich construction, with the upper part 
hinged to the lower part. The cold line ( negative electrode) 
passes beneath the switch, but the hot line passes through 
it, with the capacitor connected to the upper movable' 
section and the transmission line to the lower fixed 
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section. 
When the switch is ready for operation, the brass strip of the 
top section lies on top of the corresponding strip of the 
bottom section, see Fig 10 , but to ensure that the switch is 
open, and ready to be closed when required, the brass strips 
are separated by the mylar switch assembly described below . 
2-5-1 Mylar Switch 
The mylar switch within the main closing switch is made from 
a long strip of 1" wide and 0 .0 04 mm 4 micron thick 
aluminium foil sandwiched between layers of mylar . Full 
details of the construction of this switch are given below. 
Initial1'y, the aluminium foil is unrolled on a previously 
oiled flat, smooth and clean glass surface ( 29 cm wide x 118 
cm long ). The oil used for this purpose is transparent, and 
its use ensures that the foil will be subsequently stuck to 
the mylar without any bubbles and also enables the foil t o 
slide easily over the mylar. Working with very thin foil is 
difficult, since it naturally tends to break very easily. To 
unroll nearly 1 m on the glass surface requires extreme care, 
to ensure that this is accomplished very slowly and evenly and 
in a straight line, see Fig 11 . 
After unrolling the foil on the glass surface, any residual 
creases were removed very carefully, and a sharp knife was 
used to cut it to the required shape. The sharp pulse to be 
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unrolling 
aluminum foil 
Fig 11 Unrolling aluminum foil on the glass surface. 
applied to the completed switch to cause it to conduct is 
required to be equally effective along its full length. To 
ensure that this is so, the foil is tapered along its length 
as shown in Fig 12 . The pulse has most energy as it enters 
•_---~: ...... ··.12 mm . ... ., .. 
. , ,. 
880 mm 
Fig 12 Foil cut to required shape. 
the foil at then wider end, and is able to explode the wider 
section of the foil . As it travels along the foil and becomes 
less energetic it can nevertheless still explode the thinner 
sections of the foil . 
oil was applied to the exposed surface of the foil and a 
0 . 005 " thick layer of mylar previously cut to the required 
size shown in Fig 13 ( 20 cm x 98 cm ) was placed on top. 
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98 cm 
, . 
cm 
'------ -. 8 cm '-----2 cm 
layer of mylar 
Fig 13 Mylar laid on previously shaped and cut foil . 
Pressure from a light plastic roller was used to cause the 
foil and the mylar to adhere, enabling t he mylar to be lifted 
slowly with the foil still attached . The glass was cleaned 
and the mylar and foil replaced, but with the exposed foil 
surface now fac i ng upwards. Another layer of mylar of the 
correct length and width, but this time only 0.002 " thick, was 
prepared and placed on top of the foil. Thinner and more 
flexible mylar is used to ensure that the two layers of mylar 
stick to each other and that any gaps between the two layers 
of mylar and the tapered foil are filled wi th oil. 
The result so far is a strip of tapered aluminium foil 
sandwiched between two mylar layers having different 
thickness. The nex t step is to cut and smooth two further 
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strips of 0.06 mm ( 60 micron) thick alumi nium foil and to 
attach one of these to each side of the assembly, Fig 14 
shows the upper one in place ) . Masking tape was used to 
secure these two foils to the myl ar , Fig 15 shows the 
masking tape used on the upper side ) . However, since the 
thickness of the maski ng tape around the fo i l is more than 
that of the foil itself, a further strip of 0 . 06 mm 60 
micron ) aluminium foil was added on each side of the assembly 
to ensure good contact with the brass strips . 
strip of thin 
aluminium foil 
74cm 
strip of th icker 
aluminium fo il 
layer of mylar 
Fig 14 Aluminium foil on my1ar s t rip . 
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strip of thin 
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thick 
aluminium foil 
masking 
tape 
Fig 15 Masking tape preventing movement of aluminium foil. 
2-5-2 The Switching Operation 
To produce a low-resistance connection between the two sides 
of the hot line in the main closing switch, through the two 
layers of mylar, and to allow the capacitor to discharge, a 
very sharp pulse ( with an amplitude of a few tens of kV and 
a duration of approximately 5 ns is applied to the thin 
aluminium foil strip at the centre of the assembly. The 
method of producing this pulse is described later in section 
3-8. The subsequent flow of current through the mylar is 
indicated by the production of holes located along the centre 
line, with an increased number of these indicating a better 
performance from the swi tch . More holes with a uniform 
distribution along the length of the switch indicates healthy 
operation, since the discharged current is uniformly 
distributed and the switch has a low resistance. The best 
result obtained had 29 almost evenly distributed holes, see 
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Fig 16, indicating the success of the tapered profile adapted 
and the thin aluminium strip / mylar construction . 
Fig 16 Mylar switch after operation. 
2-6 Crowbar Switch 
An important component of any capacitor discharge circuit is 
the crowbar switch [19] which, as Fig 17 shows, comes just 
after the main closing switch . 
The need for a crowbar swi tch arises since the capaci tors 
should not receive a high reverse voltage, which would 
significantly reduce their life expectancy . Fig 18 shows the 
oscillating voltage across a capacitor bank as it is 
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Fig 17 Location of the crowbar switch. 
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Vc 
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- Vpeak ,--.:.:--::..:;---:.:.:--.:..::.-~ .... negative bank 
voltage 
c 0 
Fig 18 Bank voltage without a crowbar switch. 
load 
degree 
discharged into an inductive load. The maximum negative value 
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that the capacitor should be subjected to is specified by the 
manufacturer, and for the 30 kv capacitor bank used it was 
15 kV . The computer program described in Appendix 2 was 
developed to simulate the voltage across the capacitor bank 
and the discharge current into an inductive circuit having 
specified parameters . This enables an assessment to be made 
of whether or not a crowbar switch is needed during any 
particular experimental investigation . 
As Fig 19 shows ( see also Fig 17 ), the hot side of the 
transmission line from the capacitor bank ( side A ) is linked 
to the load side of the crowbar switch ( side B ) through an 
aluminium foil. The cold side of the transmission line from 
the capacitor bank is connected to the brass connection C of 
the crowbar switch and is linked to the brass load side D 
connection through the brass section of the switch, 
aluminium foil 
.. --- - - - - - - - --- - ---
A/ 
capaCitor bank 
.. 
--......<----7 ................ .. , 
,/B 
load 
• 
hot line 
Fig 19 Aluminium foil in the hot line. 
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. . 
* --.. 
1.3 cm transmission 
brass line 
Fig 20 Brass section of the crowbar switch. 
passes through this section. 
The cold line 
see Fig 20 . Brass is used for this purpose as it is a good 
conductor and suffers very little damage when current from the 
explosion of the aluminium foil discharges into it. The final 
step in the construction of the crowbar switch is t o clamp 
t ogether the two parts, as shown in Fig 21 . 
The design of the crowbar switch is such that the current 
flowing through it when the capacitors are discharged causes 
the aluminium foil to explode at the first current peak, 
disconnecting the two points A and B and removing the 
capacitor bank from the l oad circuit. At the same time the 
insulation between B and D breaks down and c urrent from the 
inductive load punches through the insulation . This creates 
a short between the hot and cold lines, preventing the energy 
stored in the load from being returned to the capacitors. 
Different thicknesses and widths of foil are needed for 
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Fig 21 Exploded view of the crowbar switch. 
different charging voltages, loads and different values of the 
circuit parameters . In practice it is convenient to use foil 
of the same thickness, and to change the effective width by 
introducing rectangular holes into the foil so as to leave a 
few narrow connections ( or bridges ) between the two sides of 
the foil, see Fig 22. 
Fig 23 shows schematically how the pulse produced by the pulse 
unit is forwarded to the main closing switch . After an 
initial stage in which its amplitude is increased by the air 
gap switch, final sharpening to give t h e rise time requ i red by 
the closing switch i s providing by the Blumlein line. 
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Fig 22 Aluminium foil used in crowbar switch. 
control pulsed power lab 
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trigger ~ unit with ~ Blumlein r+ main initiator unit air gap closing switch line switch 
~ 
• button power supply 
.... ~ 
(Cockroft-Walton) 
Fig 23 Block diagram of pulsed power laborator y and control 
room . 
2-7 Current Charging and Current Dumping Units 
The charging uni t for the capaci tor bank comprises a high 
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voltage transformer, a rectifier, the dumping units, a water 
resistor, and a pneumatic switch. 
2-7-1 The Current Charger 
The primary voltage of the 5 kVA charging transformer is 
controlled by a variable-ratio autotransformer in the control 
room. When 240 V is applying to the primary transformer, the 
secondary voltage is 40 kV. 
As Fig 24 shows, the transformer secondary winding feeds 
• 
mains 
D 
high voltage 
transformer 
Fig 24 Capacitor bank charger unit. 
R pneumatic 
open at rest 
capacitor 
bank 
current to the capacitor bank through the diode D and water 
resistance R { of approximately 44 k Q } to prevent excessive 
current during start up. The construction of the water 
resistor shown in Fig 25, is similar to that used for the 
smaller resistors described later in chapter 8. It is made 
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from perspex tubing with large area copper electrodes at each 
end, with a mixture of distilled water and copper-sulphate 
providing the required resistance between the electrodes. 
copper 
electrodes 
Fig 25 The water resistor. 
10 cm 
2-7-2 The Current Dumping Unit 
40 cm 
. ' 
As all times after an experiment, when the capacitor bank is 
not in use, safety requirements demand that it is kept short-
circuited through a low resistance. Fig 26 illustrates 
the connections from the charger and dumping uni t to the 
transmission line that are needed to achieve this. 
~ 
The dumping unit consists of two sets of water resistors, each 
having two resistors in parallel. The two sets of resistors 
contain copper sulphate solutions of different concentrations, 
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Fig 26 Block diagram of charger and dumping unit. 
to give different re.sistances. 
To prevent the discharge current from being excessively high, 
the bank is initially discharged using the dumping unit with 
the greater resistance 1000 n ). The second dumping 
resistance ( 200 n ) is subsequently introduced when the 
laboratory door is opened. 
2-7-2-1 Construction of the Dumping Unit 
Both dumping units have the construction shown in Fig 27. 
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Fig 27 Dumping unit. 
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When pressure builds up in the pneumatic pipe, the top frame 
is lifted on its hinge. The metallic balls are therefore also 
lifted and the dump is consequently disconnected from the 
transmission line. When no pneumatic pressure is applied, the 
balls both make contact with the transmission line and the 
capacitor bank electrodes are short-circuited. 
2-8 Laboratory Safety 
The safety equipment and procedures used in the pulsed power 
laboratory at LUT can be divided into 
• Pneumatic switches for dumping the current 
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• Observation 
• Metal earth stick 
• Door lock system 
• Push button inside the laboratory 
• Audio and visual alarms 
2-8-1 Pneumatic Switches for Dumping the Current 
As mentioned earlier, two dumping units are used to discharge 
the capacitors after use. Pneumatic switches connect the 
first set of water resistors in parallel ( 2000 n each ) to 
produce a slow discharge, immediately on completion of an 
experiment. A second pneumatic switch introduces the second 
set of resistors 400 n each when the door of the 
laboratory is opened. 
2-8-2 Observation 
Before touching any part of the pulsed power equipment, the 
dumps must be seen to be down. The water levels in the 
dumping unit resistors must also be checked, since even when 
the dumps are down the proper discharge of the bank may not 
have been achieved unless the dumping unit is functioning 
correctly. 
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2-8-3 Metal Earthing Stick 
A metal earthing stick is a long non-conducting rod, with a 
tip made of metal and connected to earth. After observing 
that the dumps are down, the stick is connected to the hot 
line, where it remains when the bank is not in use. 
2-8-4 Door Lock System 
The key from the lock on the laboratory door is used to 
energise the panel in the control room. This means that, 
while any experiment is being conducted in the laboratory, the 
door must be locked, so preventing accidental entrance into 
the laboratory. 
2-8-5 Push Button Inside the Laboratory 
To prevent any experiment beginning while someone 
inadvertently remains inside the laboratory, a safety button 
is installed so that the power can be cut off from inside the 
laboratory. 
2-8-6 Audio and Visual Alar.m 
Since pulsed power experiments often produce considerable 
noise, a flashing light is turned on a few minutes before the 
experiment begins. In addition, a siren is sounded one minute 
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before the bank discharge. 
As a further precautions video cameras enable the status of 
the laboratory to be observed from the control room. 
Since an experiment will sometimes produce smoke or other 
noxious fumes, a ventilator fan is installed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Switches in Pulsed Power Technology 
3-1 General 
In pUlsed-power systems energy can be stored in either 
electrostatic or electromagnetic fields. To release this 
energy to a load, closing and opening switches are necessary 
to extract it from the capacitive electrostatic or 
inductive (electromagnetic devices that form the storage 
units [20, 21]. Although energy can be stored at a much 
greater density by using electromagnetic rather than 
electrostatic fields 3-40 MJ/m3 for electromagnetic energy 
and 0.01-1 MJ/m3 for electrostatic energy), the latter are 
more commonly employed because the closing switches that are 
available are essentially state of the art devices in a very 
wide range of applications [22, 23], whereas the opening 
switches needed to extract energy from magnetic fields are 
much less developed. 
The major factors of importance in high-power switch 
considerations are their effects on the efficiency of energy 
delivery from the source to the load, the shaping of the 
output pulses, and control of the timing [24, 25]. 
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3-2 Characterization of Switches 
The wide variety of applications for high power switches has 
led to many different devices, having a broad range of 
characteristics. These can conveniently be grouped into those 
relating to the electrical capability of the switch and those 
concerned with its physical, operational and other features. 
Thus the important characteristics of a switch that are 
related to the circuit voltage are 
• Hold-off or stand-off voltage. 
• Voltage drop across the switch impedance during 
conduction. 
• Time rate of rise or fall of vO.ltage across the switch, for 
opening and closing switches respectively. 
• Possibility of prefire or switching below nominal hold-off 
voltage. 
• Trigger voltage or voltage pulse necessary to initiate 
switching. 
while those which relate to the current conducted by the 
switch are 
• Maximum current that can pass without causing damage. 
• Maximum charge ( time integral of current ) that can pass 
without damage. 
• Rate of rise of current with time allowed by the switch 
impedance. 
Other important features are 
• Time of current conduction through the switch. 
• Time of voltage hold-off. 
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• Opening time. 
• Closing time. 
• Switching delay, or the interval between the trigger signal 
and the switch closing or opening. 
• Jitter time, or the deviation from nominal switching delay 
time. 
• Recovery time, or the time before the switch, having once 
operated, is ready for the next operation. 
It is obvious that not all the factors given above are of 
significance in any switching operations. Depending on the 
particular application, some of the following features may 
also be very significant, and in fact they frequently dominate 
the choice of switch and determine its design: 
• Lifetime, or the number of switching operations ( shots ) 
before failure. 
• Reliability 
• Maintainability. 
• Fault modes, or ways in which the switch fails. 
• Ease of installation. 
• Weight and volume. 
• Cost 
3-3 Closing Switches 
Once the capacitor bank in the circuit of Fig 28 has 
completely charged through the charging switch Ss, the role of 
the closing switch Se is to transfer the stored energy to the 
load very rapidly. However, in practical circuits there is 
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always some inductance associated with the switch, as well as 
with the leads connecting the switch to the load, that will 
limit the current delivered to the load and extend the energy 
delivery time. It is therefore important that the switch 
design should minimize the switch inductance in a pulsed 
system, and also its resistance so as to reduce the energy 
loss. 
high 
voltage v 
charger 
clOSing switch 
Ss ~ Se 
capacitor 
bank 
to load 
Fig 28 Circuit for storing and delivering electrostatic 
energy. 
The main role of the closing switch Se is to hold off the 
capacitor voltage from the load while the capacitor is 
charged, and then to close and allow current to flow at a 
designated voltage level and time. 
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3-3-1 Spark Gap Switches 
Simple spark gap switches consist of two hemispherical 
electrodes, with the gap between them filled with a gas such 
as dry air or nitrogen ( which are cheap and have high 
electrical strength ) or sulphurhexafluoride ( SF6 ) (which 
is excellent for insulation and for arc-quenching, has an 
electrical strength 2 to 3 times that of air and is 
colourless, odourless, non-toxic and chemically very 
inactive ). In some spark gap switches there is an additional 
triggering electrode, contained in one of the two 
hemispherical electrodes [26, 27]. Switching of a two-
electrode spark gap is achieved by increasing the electric 
field across the electrodes until breakdown occurs, and of a 
three-electrode gap by applying a trigger pulse to the third 
electrode . 
. Spark gaps are widely used in the production of high power 
pulses [28], and they are available to switch low currents as 
well as currents at the multimegamp level. There are two 
major modes of operation: (a) the use of the switch to hold-
off the applied potential until breakdown or triggered 
breakdown ) occurs, (b) when the gap is made conducting by, 
for example, injecting a burst of plasma to ionize the gas in 
the gap ( and conduction is initiated although practically 
zero voltage exists across the electrodes ). 
After switching the spark gap, the conductivity of the gap 
remains at a high level, even after the current has ceased 
flowing. The duration of the high conductivity level, i.e, 
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the recovery period, is an important factor in selecting the 
appropriate 
application. 
type of swi tching device for any given 
A series of tests on the recovery of hydrogen 
spark gap switches for various hydrogen pressures 
ktorr ), gap spacing ( 0.5-1.5 cm ), and delay times 
3-20 
( 50-150 ILs [29] led to a formula when the second1 ( or 
third, etc ) of a series of breakdowns is due to triggering: 
Vbd2 = 9.14 X 10.3 X po.?? X dO.? x to." 
where Vbd2 is the second breakdown voltage in kV, P the gas 
pressure in torr, d the gap spacing in cms, and t the recovery 
time or delay time between breakdowns in microseconds 
( the recovery time can be defined as the minimum time from 
the first gap breakdown to the time when it can again hold off 
a voltage up to the first breakdown value) . It can be 
demonstrated from the above equation that at t = 100 ILs, the 
gap operating voltage can be increased to above 100 kv by 
increasing the pd product beyond 12.7 x 10' torr-cm. In 
another set of experiments, two different types of breakdown 
( i.e, breakdown due both to triggering and to overvoltage on 
the electrodes ) were compared, and it was shown that when a 
hydrogen spark gap is triggered the recovery time is decreased 
below that of an overvoltage breakdown. Typically, when the 
switch was triggered at a voltage 50% below the overvoltage 
breakdown the recovery time was less than 100 ILs, compared 
1. A second breakdown is a breakdown occurring after the gap has fully recovered from a previous 
breakdown. 
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with the milliseconds which follow overvoltage switching. 
Spark gap switches can be operated continuously at a duty 
cycle determined by the erosion of the electrodes and any 
contamination of the insulating gas. At the Maxwell 
Laboratory a need existed for a long-life high-reliability 
closing switch to produce 600 kA, 10 kJ, 70 kv pulses at a 
repetition rate of 10 Hz. The switch was also required to 
block reliably voltages of 70 to 80 kV and to switch a 60 kA, 
6.4 ~s current pulse. Additionally, it needed to operate for 
some 106 shots without the need for any maintenance [30). 
Jitter was not critical, and a two-electrode spark gap switch 
was considered. Erosion of the electrodes which could 
increase the voltage breakdown of the switch, and contaminate 
the insulating gas, was minimised by three factors 
• Purging the switch fully after each shot, so that a 
fresh dielectric was always in place for the next shot. 
• Gas flow paths between the active area of the electrodes 
were free of stagnation, ensuring that purging was 
complete. 
• Ensuring that arc initiation took place randomly over a 
large area, to ensure uniform electrodes erosion. 
In most cases, the switch reliability depends on how the 
designer addresses the problems caused by electrode erosion 
and insulator degradation. Electrode erosion effects can be 
overcome by choosing a large effective volume of consumable 
materials, with a geometry and gap spacing that is tolerant of 
the loss of these materials due to erosion. 
Consideration of above factors led to the selection of a 
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coaxial two-electrode design, in which a cylindrical inner 
electrode was placed inside the outer electrode. The graphite 
for the electrodes typically erodes 20 ~g for each coulomb of 
charge transferred in the switch. If the charge per shot is 
taken as 0.384 C ( the highest value, obtained at a current of 
60 kA with a duration of 6.4 ~s ) then 7.68 g of the material 
( which, for graphite, has a volume of 4.8 cm3 ) will be 
eroded in 10 6 shots. With the switch geometry designed to 
provide an active surface area of 300 cm', the inner electrode 
can be expected to erode by 0.016 cm ( 0.016 cm x 300 cm' = 
4.8 cm3 ). Insulator degradation was eliminated by arranging 
, " e..!~L/:Jci2-
for the gas flow to flush debris away from the insulator 
surfaces, with the use of cylindrical electrodes making it 
easy for the gas to flow with no stagnation points. 
3-3-1-1 ~riggering 
Triggering of spark gap switches is the breakdown of gas 
between the electrodes. It is defined as the transition from 
a very high resistivity state of about 10 14 Q-m to a high 
conductivity state [31], and is due to ionization caused by an 
electric field applied across some region of the gas. 
The simplest method of triggering a spark gap switch, when 
accurate timing is not required, is to reduce the pressure in 
the gap once a voltage has been applied decreasing the 
pressure of the gas decreases the hold-off voltage and vice 
versa ). The most common method of triggering is by trigatron 
ignition, with one of the hemispherical electrodes containing 
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the centrally-located third trigger electrode shown in Fig 29. 
main 
electrodes 
insulation 
Fig 29 Triggered spark gap switch. 
---------r--
d 
trigger 
electrode 
The trigger electrode is coaxial with the centre line of the 
spark gap, and is separated from the main electrode by a 
distance dt . Its purpose is to disturb the electric field 
applied between the main electrodes, to such a degree that a 
breakdown is initiated. When a small discharge is formed, by 
a spark crossing the gap ~ , the accompanying ultraviolet 
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radiation that is emitted and the shockwave that is generated 
are together responsible for initiating the breakdown. It has 
been shown [32, 33, 34) that, with an 8 mm gap setting, the 
switching time rapidly decreases from 140 to about 60 ns as 
the applied voltage increases from 15 to 20 kV, and then 
remains nearly constant up to about 23 kV.· As the gap spacing 
is increased, the rapid drop of switching time occurs at a 
higher voltages [35). 
Another triggering method that. may be employed is the three-
electrode cascade configuration. In the arrangement of Fig 30 
control of the cascade is achieved by a brief increase in the 
electric field between one of the main electrodes and the 
trigger electrode, to a value considerably in excess of the 
static condition. This can be achieved by applying a pulse to 
the trigger electrode. 
Another method of spark gap triggering which uses lasers [36, 
37, 38, 39, 40, 41), has two important advantages. Firstly, 
there is the possibility of the precise ( near simultaneous ) 
triggering of a number of parallel gaps, and secondly there is 
the elimination of the need to use trigger cables in a high-
voltage system. A laser-triggered switch consists of a 
conventional spark gap with a few millimetre diameter aperture 
in the anode, sufficient for the passage of a laser beam. The 
beam is focused by a lens to provide the highest power density 
of the beam on the cathode surface. Surface plasma, formed as 
the cathode expands, distorts the electric field in the gap. 
The gas ionizes within 1 cm of the cathode and provides a 
source of ultraviolet radiation, leading to a breakdown. The 
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Fig 30 principle of field distortion for breakdown of spark 
gap switches. 
beam energy required for triggering the switch by this 
method is in the range of 10-100 mJ in 10-50 ns. 
3-4 Vacuum and Low Pressure Discharge Closing 
Switches 
The absence of the strong shocks generated by a discharge 
channel at atmospheric and higher pressures, and the superior 
insulating properties of a vacuum, have led to the development 
of vacuum switches. The simplest of these is a cylindrical 
chamber of insulating material with flat or rounded electrodes 
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at each end. Inherently, vacuum switches have a short 
recovery time and a low erosion rate, and they are desirable 
when the load is a vacuum element such as a vacuum inductive 
storage system. The turn on time is generally in the range of 
0.1 ~s, which is long compared with that of a higher pressure 
switch. 
Vacuum switches rely on low pressure for voltage hold off and 
this is usually about 50-100 kV. Because the spontaneous 
breakdown of the gap is much less sensitive to pressure 
variations for small electrode spacing, the series connection 
of many gaps has been used to provide switches with a 
capability of a megavolt or more [42]. Vacuum switches have 
also been developed for currents of several megampers [43]. 
The breakdown of a vacuum switch occurs by a mechanism known 
as cathode emission, with the applied electric field across 
the gap causing a flow of electrons from localized regions on 
the cathode. At high field strengths, the local energy 
density due to this current is sufficient to both vaporize and 
ionize the cathode material. The plasma layer produced in the 
cathode region expands toward the anode, eventually shorting 
the gap. The plasma formation time is inversely related to 
the applied field strength, being typically about 1 ns for 
fields of about 1 MV/cm. Gap closure occurs at the rate of 
several cm/~s. It should be noted that the exact breakdown 
mechanism of a vacuum switch is not fully understood and 
remains a subj ect of controversy. Regardless of the mechanism 
however, there is sufficient experimental data on the effects 
of various electrode metals in the hold-off field [31]. At 
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0.1 cm electrode separation, the vacuum between lead 
electrodes holds-off approximately a three times lower field 
than is the case with steel electrodes. The hold-off field of 
both aluminium and copper electrodes is intermediate between 
the values for steel and lead. 
As with gas spark-gap switches, it is possible to trigger a 
breakdown in a vacuum gap, before self breakdown occurs, by 
the injection of a neutral gas or plasma, or by the use of a 
field-distorting third electrode. In the first case, opening 
a valve to an outside gas reservoir allows the pressure in the 
gap to increase until breakdown is achieved. Alternatively, 
plasma injection into the gap is achieved by producing an arc 
between two electrodes strategically located in the main gap 
for this purpose, or between a separate trigger and one of the 
main electrodes. Plasma formation is very rapid and provides 
a faster breakdown than is obtained following an injection of 
gas. In the second case, the use of a field-distorting 
electrode to trigger vacuum gaps involves an operation similar 
to that discussed for gas spark-gap switches. The trigger 
pulse exceeds the breakdown strength at one part of the 
switch, which then leads to the breakdown of the remaining 
part of the main gap. 
3-5 Dielectric Switches 
Simplicity and low inductance, together with high current and 
voltage capabilities make dielectric switches useful, 
practical and sometimes indispensable for high power pulsed 
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applications. These switches are similar to gap switches 
except that an insulator, which is usually solid and in the 
form of thin sheets, is inserted between the electrodes. 
Fig 31 shows an exploded view of such a switch, including a 
trigger electrode. 
dielectric 
layers 
bottom switch 
electrode 
top switch 
electrode 
aluminum 
trigger 
strip 
v 
Fig 31 Exploded view of a triggered solid dielectric switch. 
For a given switching voltage, the switch length of a solid 
dielectric switch is much shorter than that of a spark gap 
switch, as its insulation has a much higher breakdown 
strength. The high breakdown strength contributes to the low 
inductance of the switch ( because of its short length), and 
also allows switches to operate at voltages above 1 MV. There 
are two types of solid dielectric switch, one of which uses 
mechanical initiation of the breakdown and the other 
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electrical triggering. Mechanical initiation is by a "nail 
and hammer" operation to partially puncture the dielectric, 
whilst the electric field is applied across it. Another 
frequently used type of initiation uses detonators or 
exploding foils to provide a very rapid break-through of the 
insulation [44]. 
The breakdown strength of gases under pulsed conditions at a 
suitably high pressure may reach 100 kV/cm. Data for the 
electrical properties of mylar film indicates that very thin 
sheets 5 x 10-4 cm ) have breakdown strengths of about 
8 MV/cm [45] and do not exhibit any polarity effect. This 
effect is however evident in both polypropylethylene and 
polyethylene insulators, and if one of the electrodes is a 
sphere and is charged negatively with respect to a flat 
earthed electrode, breakdown occurs at twice the level as when 
the sphere is charged positively. 
In addition to the direct breakdown of the solid dielectric , 
it is also possible to initiate a surface discharge between 
the electrodes. The dielectric surface outside the 
electrodes, see Fig 31, provides a possible path for a 
discharge from one electrode to the other, termed a flashover. 
In general, immersing the switch in an insulating liquid helps 
to prevent the occurrence of a flashover and transformer oil 
is often used for this purpose. 
3-5-1 Mechanically Initiated Dielectric Switches 
This method of triggering involves the use of another device 
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to break through the dielectric between the main electrodes of 
the switch, and so initiate the breakdown and subsequent 
discharge of the main circuit. pin-triggering, exploding wire 
and detonator-trigger starting techniques are all used to 
break the insulation of the switch. 
3-5-1-1 pin-Triggering of Dielectric Switches 
The principle of pin-triggering is very simple. A sharp metal 
needle is driven against the insulating dielectric sheet with 
sufficient force to penetrate it. As penetration increases, 
the electric field across the remaining insulation increases 
to a point at which breakdown occurs. The force driving the 
breakdown initiating pin can be a simple hammer, a 
pneumatically operated mechanism, or an electromagnetic 
device. 
3-5-1-2 Pressure Triggering Using Exploding 
Conductors 
A mechanical explosion of the insulation can be obtained by 
using localized high pressure impulses, generated by the very 
rapid resistive heating of a wire or foil in a confined 
volume, to well above the vaporization temperature. This 
trigger mechanism allows the switch to operate also as a 
crowbar switch. 
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3-5-1-3 
Switches 
Detonator-Triggering of Dielectric 
Detonators were first used for closing switches at the Naval 
Research Laboratory in early 1970 [44]. Although they were 
developed initially for high voltage switching applications, 
to hold off voltages of between 200 to 300 kV, they can also 
be used at voltages as low as 15 kV. The high concentration 
of energy associated with a detonator-initiated switch is 
similar to that generated by an exploding foil. The 
availability of detonators in a wide range of sizes has led to 
the wide use of such switching methods. 
3-6 Liquid Dielectric Switches 
Swi tches using spark gaps submerged in insulating liquids 
perform on the same principles as spark gaps in gases, with 
their operation depending on the breakdown properties of the 
insulating medium. The breakdown strength of a liquid 
dielectric is in the range of 100 to 1000 kV/cm, which is an 
order of magnitude higher than that of even high pressure 
gases. 
Oil or deionised water are used as an insulating dielectric in 
many switching applications [46, 47, 48, 49]. 
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3-7 The Closing Switches Used at L.U.T 
The operation of the crowbar and the main closing switches 
used in this work were explained in chapter 2. It need only 
be mentioned here that the main closing switch is a one-shot 
device, and that after each shot the mylar switch located 
between the main closing switch electrodes must be replaced. 
Other types of closing switches used in the present work are 
described below. 
3-7-1 Surface Switch 
In Fig 32 the main closing S, connects the capacitor bank to 
the fuse and S. is the surface switch which connects the fuse 
to the load. 
L 
c_~ Fuse 
L 
o 
a 
d 
Fig 32 Transfer of current by means of an exploding fuse. 
Closing the switch S, discharges the capacitor bank into the 
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fuse and charges the inductor L. The rapid increase in fuse 
resistance that follows causes the fuse to act as an opening 
switch and as it opens the high voltage produced across the 
surface switch S2 causes this to close ( as it flashes over ), 
and the energy stored in the inductor L is transferred to the 
load. More details about the fuse and operation of circuits 
of this type are given in chapter 5 and 6. 
A typical surface switch consists of the two electrode and 
aluminium foil assembly shown in Fig 33. The foil 
bank 
mylar 
hot transmission 
line 
electrodes 
__ ~~ load 
---mylar 
aluminium foil 
cold transmission 
line 
Fig 33 Exploded view of a surface switch. 
is connected to the bank side of the switch and extends, 
beneath insulation ( often mylar ), to the load side. The 
electric field distribution is important in the operation of 
this switch, and the use of the foil provides control over its 
distribution at and near the insulator surface,by the depth at 
which the foil is positioned ( i.e the thickness of the mylar 
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insulation ). The voltage at which the switch breakdown 
occurs can be increased by increasing the gap length between 
the electrodes, and also the thickness of the insulation for 
a given material. Results from a set of experiments carried 
out at the Los Alamos Laboratory [53] have shown that 
breakdown voltages between 10 kV and 115 kV can be achieved 
with various insulations and a gap length of up to 20 cm. A 
gap length of 7 cm and 6 layers of 0.005" mylar and a 50 
micron aluminium foil were used in the switch of Fig 32 for a 
capacitor bank charged to 12 kV. The switch successfully 
discharged the energy into the load and the results obtained 
are given later in chapter 5. 
3-7-2 Stabbed Solid Dielectric Switch. 
The stabbed dielectric switch consists of two copper 
electrodes separated by a sheet of insulation. Switching 
occurs as a result of the insulation breakdown at the base of 
a number of indentations between the electrodes made by a 
needle point. In a successful experimental switch, 
indentations were made on a 25 cm' sheet of polyethylene using 
a needle heated by a hot air gun, and a few sharp indentation 
were made part way through the dielectric, as shown in Fig 34. 
The switch breakdown voltage can be varied by controlling the 
depth of the indentation, and Fig 35 shows that for a single 
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Fig 34 Stabbed dielectric switch using needles. 
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Fig 35 Breakdown voltage versus b/a for positive and negatiye 
applied electric fields. 
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sheet of dielectric the breakdown voltage between the 
electrodes depends on the ratio b/a defined in the figure 
[51] . The breakdown voltage is weakly dependent on the 
charging time ( Fig 35 shows that for a d.c. condition or an 
applied voltage having a rise time from 10 ns to 500 ns the 
curves are quite close ). The lower curve in Fig 35 is for a 
negative voltage applied to the stabbed side; when the voltage 
is reversed the breakdown level is higher by a factor of 
approximately ,2. The operation is thus polarity sensitive, 
because breakdown of the material used ( polyethylene ) is 
sensitive to the polarity of the applied electric field. 
Switches of this type were used in experiments involving fuses 
and a transformer, since they are extremely simple to make and 
are easily adaptable to the requirements of the test. Thus, 
when the main closing switch Sl in the circuit of Fig 36 
closes, the capacitor bank is discharged into a fuse and the 
primary of a pulse transformer. As described in section 3-7-1 
the fuse explodes, and the voltage produced across the primary 
of the transformer is very rapidly increased. The 
corresponding increase in the voltage of the transformer 
secondary causes the stabbed dielectric switch S2 to breakdown 
and a very high voltage pulse to appear across the fluid 
resistor load. 
The single turn primary of the experimental air-core 
transformer is made from 38.1 cm wide and 0.3175 cm thick 
copper sheet and the 6 turn secondary from 38.1 cm wide and 
0.0051 cm thick copper sheet. When used this way, the 
transformer acts as an energy storage inductor, accepting 
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Fig 36 Experimental circuit showing use of stabbed dielectric 
switch. 
energy from the source over a relatively long period of time. 
The energy is then released quickly to the load by the fast 
explosion of the fuse. 
In all experiments performed, evidence of breakdown of the 
switch appeared in the form of a blackened spot on both the 
electrode and the polyethylene. However in all experiments 
only one of the five indentations made by the needle was 
affected. Typical results are shown in Fig 37 and 38, for the 
capacitor bank charged to 12 kV, and the inductance L of 
50 nH, and the b/a ratio of the stabbed dielectric switch set 
for the switch to close at 72 kv. Fig 37 and 38 present the 
results obtained after an extensive development programme, 
with Fig 37 showing the primary current together with its time 
rate-of-change and Fig 38 the voltage across the fuse and the 
secondary voltage of the transformer. As can be seen from 
Fig 37, the current is interrupted at approximately its peak 
value of 276 kA and it reaches zero after approximately 2.5 
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~s. Fig 38 ( in which the time base is expanded) shows that 
the fuse voltage peaks at about 48 kV and the voltage across 
the secondary of the transformer reaches 208 kV. Onset of the 
sharp fall of the transformer secondary voltage at 
approximately 70 kV corresponds to the breakdown of the 
stabbed dielectric switch, and agrees with the expected 
breakdown value. 
1- --: 1---1 :~---j_ I I I I; 
I L_ , I, 
L __ 0 -------10 ---- ------- 20-------30~----- ;~-~---. 
time/lis 
Fig 37 Results obtained for the primary current and its time 
rate-of-change. 
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Fig 38 Voltage across fuse and transformer secondary. 
3-7-3 Using a "Hammer and Nail" or a Solenoid 
.. -,-,( 
Either a hammer and nail or a solenoid controlled nail can be 
used to penetrate a dielectric and so act as a closing switch. 
3-7-4 Spark-gap Switch 
Although construction of the main closing switch was discussed 
in section 2-5-2, the procedure for activating this switch is 
discussed here because it uses both a spark-gap and a small 
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foil switch. The first of these was in the course of 
experimental work relating to triggering of the main closing 
switch, where a small spark-gap switch was employed to produce 
a fast and high voltage pulse for triggering the Blumlein 
line, using the circuit of Fig 39. 
Cockroft 
trigger Walton 
unit high voltage 
power supply 
c 
c 
oaxial 
able 250kV 1000pF 
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switch , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
, 
____________ J ~ 
transformer 
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R 400 MO 
ou tput to 
umlein 
e 
SI 
lin 
Fig 39 Providing a pulse to activate the Blumlein line. 
The trigger unit of Fig 39 normally maintains a continuous 
8 kv d.c. voltage at its output terminal. However, by 
providing a suitable switching pulse, its output becomes 
grounded for a short period, before reverting to the 8 kV 
condition, so giving a pulse for triggering the spark gap 
switch of Fig 39. The capacitor C, charges rapidly to 8 kV 
when the trigger unit is switched on, so that when the spark 
gap is triggered the capacitor discharges to the primary of 
the step-up transformer. This results in a short rise time 
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high voltage across the output resistor R. A d.c. voltage 
also exists across this resistor due to the Cockroft-Walton 
generator and the pulse from the transformer secondary is 
added to this to close a small foil switch located in the 
Blumlein line. The 2 Ma resistor in the primary circuit is to 
stop the charging current of the capacitor C, becoming too 
high. 
3-8 Blumlein Line 
Fig 40 shows that the Blumlein line consists of three parallel 
hot line 
capacitor 
bank 
cold lin& 
Cockroft 
Walton 
high voltage 
power supply 
400 MO 
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switch 
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0.15 mm 
mylar 
connected to 
mylar switch in 
between the 
main closing 
switch 
connected to 
cold line 
layers of copper 
sheets with width 
of 20.5 cm and 
thickness of 0.15 
mm 
Fig 40 Exploded view of Blumlein line. 
and equally spaced plates, with the centre plate shorter than 
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the outer two plates [52, 53]. Operation of the Blumlein line 
is based on travelling waves [54,55], and it provides a high 
voltage pulse of a few nanosecond duration to activate the 
main closing switch. The Cockroft-Walton generator sustains 
a d.c. voltage VL across the lower section of the Blumlein 
line, and the capacitor bank is connected to the hot 
transmission line ( the upper section ) through resistors R, 
and R, in Fig 40 to provide the voltage required for the upper 
line Vu' 
When the triggering pulse from the circuit of Fig 39 reaches 
the small foil closing switch inside the Blumlein line it 
breaks this down, and the effect produced by the sudden 
shorting of the centre plate to ground travels down the line. 
When this falling wave front reaches the remote end of the 
centre plate, part of it is reflected and the other part 
transmitted to the upper section, with both reflected and 
transmitted waveforms ( VR and VT 
At the output, just at the 
having the same polarity. 
time that reflection and 
transmission occur, VT is added to Vu to produce the rising 
edge of an output pulse. The two waveforms propagate back to 
the input end of the line where they are both reflected. 
However the waveform in the lower section ( VR ) reverses in 
polarity, since it is terminated in a short-circuit, but that 
in the upper section ( Vu + VT ) remains unchanged, since it 
is terminated in an open circuit. When the two pulses arrive 
back at the end of the line, they are of opposite polarity and 
cancel, thereby driving the output line to Vp ( vp = ( VT + Vu 
) - VR ), which is the falling edge of the output pulse. All 
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succeeding reflections for this line cancel in a similar way. 
The duration of the output is the time taken for a wave front 
to travel from the remote end of the line to the input end and 
back. 
The output pulse is forwarded to the mylar switch inside the 
main starting switch, which it explodes to break down the main 
closing switch. 
3-8-1 The Small Foil Closing Switch 
Fig 41 shows that this switch consists of two layers of mylar 
with an intervening thin foil 5 micron thick. The layers of 
mylar were stuck together with oil, as in the mylar switch. 
layers of 0.00211 
mylar 
12cm 
13mm 
2mm 
12cm 
strip of 5 micron 
aluminium foil 
Fig 41 Construction of the small closing switch. 
The position of this foil switch inside the Blumlein line is 
obviously important, and both its surface, and the connection 
from the Blumlein line to the mylar switch must be very flat 
to reduce the inductance. Even a very small unevenness may be 
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sufficient to cause serious malfunction of the main closing 
switch. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Vacuum Technology 
4-1 Vacuum Definition 
since many experiments related to exploding wires (or foils) 
or plasma switches need to be undertaken in a vacuum, some 
knowledge of vacuum technology is clearly required. 
Vacuum technology is concerned primarily with the pressure 
inside a chamber. With a large quantity of gas the pressure 
is high and the vacuum is poor, and with most of the gas 
removed the pressure is low and the vacuum is improved. In 
vacuum technology we are normally concerned with the absolute 
pressure within the chamber, and vacuum measuring devices 
display this pressure and not the pressure differential that 
exists across the chamber walls. 
Forces are produced by the pressure difference between the 
atmosphere and the chamber. This leads to the use of gauge 
pressures which are zero when the difference is zero, and 
which go negative when the chamber is evacuated 
( depressurized) and become positive when it is pressurized. 
Air consists of a mixture of gases, over 99% of which is 
either nitrogen or oxygen. Since in fact approximately 78% of 
air is nitrogen, many gauges used for measuring the pressure 
in a vacuum system are calibrated for nitrogen, and are 
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regarded as accurate under normal vacuum conditions, although 
small quantities of other gases and water vapour are also 
present. When other gases predominate, perhaps in a system 
where a process gas is being introduced into the chamber, a 
correction to the readings may be necessary. 
4-2 Mean Free Path 
The molecules in a gas are in constant random motion, 
periodically colliding with one another and moving off in new 
directions. This gives rise to the important concept of the 
mean free path length L, which is defined as the average 
distance travelled by anyone molecule between collisions with 
its neighbours. An approximate empirical formula valid for air 
at normal ambient temperature is 
L = ( 5 X 10-3 ) / p 
where L is in cm and P is the pressure in torr. 
Table 2 summarises how the mean free path length and other 
important conditions in nitrogen vary with pressure. It can 
be deduced from the table that, as the pressure falls, the 
collisions with the chamber walls become more frequent than 
the intermolecular collisions, and many processes can 
therefore be carried out without interference from residual 
gas molecules. 
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no. of molecular 
mean free impacts on pressure molecules path cm chamber wall per cm2 per sec per cn? 
19 ·6 23 atmospheric 2.5 x 10 6 x 10 3 x 10 
1 torr 16 ·3 20 3.5 x 10 5 x 10 3 x 10 
·3 13 5 17 10 torr 3.5 x 10 4x 10 
·6 10 3 14 10 torr 3.5 x 10 5 x 10 4 x 10 
·9 7 6 11 10 torr 3.5 x 10 5 x 10 4 x 10 
Table 2 variation of number of molecules, mean free path, and 
molecular impact on 1 cm' of the chamber wall with pressure. 
(Data is for nitrogen at room temperature) 
4-3 Units of Vacuum 
The majority of the European vacuum industry has adopted the 
mbar as the most acceptable unit, although the torr still 
remains in use in USA. One mbar is the pressure produced by 
a force of 10-4 Newton on an area of 1 m'. The conversion 
factor between the two units is 
1 mbar = 0.75 torr 
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4-4 Production of Vacuum 
An ideal vacuum system consists of a completely leak-proof 
vacuum .chamber attached to a pump operating at a constant 
volume flow rate. Generally speaking, two types of pump are 
in common use. The first of these removes the gas particles 
from the pumped volume and conveys them to the atmosphere in 
one or more stages, while the second is based on condensing 
the particles to be removed on a solid wall which forms part 
of the boundary of the volume being pumped. Rotary pumps, 
either single-stage or two-stage, are widely-used examples of 
the first principle. A single-stage pump may not give an 
ultimate pressure of better than 5 x 10-3 mbar but for a two-
stage pump this figure can be increased to 5 x 10-4 mbar. 
Since air contains an amount of water vapour, pumping will mix 
this with the oil of the rotary pump, and such a condition 
rapidly leads to a deterioration in the performance of the 
pump. Most modern rotary pumps are fitted with a gas ballast 
facility, which enables the pump to cope with a certain amount 
of water vapour without any contamination of the pump oil. A 
gas ballast system removes the unwanted water vapour, and it 
is therefore normal at the beginning of a pumping process to 
run the system with its gas ballast valve open, since the 
chamber contains much more water vapour than when is 
depressurised. In some vacuum system the chamber is baked 
before the vacuum process starts. 
There is almost always a thin film of water on the walls of a 
vacuum chamber, derived from the moisture in the air. When 
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the majority of this vapour has been removed the gas ballast 
valve is closed, to obtain a low ultimate pressure. With gas 
ballast, single-stage and two-stage pumps will give 
respectively ultimate pressures of 0.5 mbar and 5 x 10.3 mbar. 
high vacuum 
intake ~ 
o 
o 
to backing <-~ _ 
pump 
hot vapour 
t 
o nozzle 
I---+--.o chimney 
~~.E~~~~-=-?~~l--working fluid 
heater --t2:;;z::;;::::::~~z:;j 
Fig 42 Basic elements of a diffusion pump. 
The diffusion pump is the most widely used example of the 
second type of vacuum pump [56]. Diffusion pumps are 
incapable of exhausting directly to the atmosphere and require 
a rotary backing pump to be operated continuously in series 
with them. As can be seen in Fig 42, the outside of the 
cylindrical body of the pump is water cooled. An electrical 
heater on the underside of the base of the pump warms. a 
working' fluid placed inside the base [57, 58, 59]. Before 
switching on the diffusion pump, the backing pump must be 
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producing a pressure of at least 0.1 mbar on the exhaust side 
of the diffusion pump. 
4-5 A Typical Vacuum System 
The high vacuum system employed in the present research is 
shown in Fig 43. and consists of 
I-Vacuum bell 
2-Penning gauge 
3-High vacuum isolation valve 
4-Diffusion pump 
5-Roughing valve 
6-Backing valve 
7-Backing pressure gauge ( Pirani gauge ) 
a-Air admittance valve 
9-Rotary backing pump 
The diffusion pump 4 is situated between the mechanical rotary 
pump and the vessel to be evacuated. The rotary mechanical 
pump reduces the system pressure below the maximum intake 
pressure of the diffusion pump. and at this point the 
diffusion pump is brought into operation. 
Where a process uses a diffusion pumP. the primary evacuation 
( roughing) is carried out via a by-pass line to below 0.5 
mbar. ensuring that large quantities of air are not passed 
through the diffusion pump. The roughing valve is then closed 
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Fig 43 Vacuum system. 
and the backing valve and the high vacuum valve on either side 
of the diffusion pump opened. 
Pirani Gauge Measurement of the rate of heat transfer 
through a gas can be used to indicate the gas pressure. The 
Pirani gauge achieves this, by measuring the change in 
resistance of a heated filament forming one of the arms of a 
Wheatstone bridge within the vacuum system. The out-of-
balance current of the bridge due to resistance changes is 
indicated on a meter ( normally a digital display unit which 
can be calibrated in either torr or millibar. 
Most Pirani gauges are calibrated for dry nitrogen and are 
accurate under normal vacuum conditions when only small 
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quanti ties of other gases and water vapour are present. 
However, should other gases predominate correction curves must 
be used. 
Pirani gauges are widely used for pressure measurement below 
about 10-3 mbar. Above this figure they become too insensitive 
for practical use, as the heat lost due to conduction becomes 
similar in magnitude to that lost due to radiation. Changes 
in pressure then cause only minor alterations in the filament 
resistance. 
Penning Gauge The Penning gauge [59] is a discharge 
tube used in two separate modes.. When it is operating the 
ionized gas ( plasma ) glows, and the shape of the glowing 
region varies with pressure to give a very rough indication of 
pressure in the range between 5 and 10-3 mbar. The alternative 
method of use is to observe the current due to ions flowing in 
the meter seen in Fig 44. Below 10-4 mbar, the current is very 
small, because ionization is reduced to a very low level and 
the electrons travel straight to the electrodes where they are 
lost, without colliding with any gas molecules. By adding a 
permanent magnet to the discharge tube, penning overcame this 
problem by providing a field that lengthens the path travelled 
by an electron, by causing it to travel along a helical 
trajectory rather than in a straight line. 
Operation of the penning gauge is based on the production of 
ions between its anode and cathode. With a constant 2 kV 
potential maintained between the electrodes the rate of ion 
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Fig 44 construction of a Penning gauge. 
production is dependent on the pressure, which is thus 
indicated by the magnitude of the current produced. The ion 
current is sufficiently large to be measured by a mill i-
ammeter without amplification. 
The range of pressure that can be measured by a Penning gauge 
is about 10-2 to 10-6 torr, with the upper limit being set by 
the onset of glow discharge and the lower limit by the 
smallness of the ion current. In the experimental equipment 
the Penning and Pirani gauges are attached to the vacuum 
system at the locations shown in Fig 43, with their output 
leads connected to a digital control unit to display the 
pressure in torr and mbar. 
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4-6 Vacuum Chamber and Electrode Connections 
To carry out experiments inside a vacuum chamber, it is 
necessary for electrodes to be brought inside the chamber. 
These must be mutually insulated and connected to the hot and 
cold connections from the transmission line. The electrode 
design given in Fig 45 shows that these are separated by 
layers of insulating material, with darvick being used for 
this purpose. The low inductance connection that feeds 
current into the belljar ( vacuum chamber ) consists of a 
sandwich of disc-shaped electrodes and insulators, with 
o rings between the layers and forms the base of the belljar. 
bell jar 
transmission 
line 
vacuum 
chamber 
transparent 
perspex 
layers of 
insulating 
darvick 
Fig 45 Be1l jar used in L.U.T pulsed power lab. 
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Extensions in the sides and the top of the belljar allows high 
speed camera to be used of any switching process. 
Leaving these insulating darvick layers and the electrodes on 
top of each other would not be possible for vacuum purposes 
without the use of 0 rings. Therefore as shown in Fig 46, a 
groove is machined in each layer of darvick for the purpose of 
0.9 cm 
~~ , , , '------=: --------" --------------------------------
.. _-
76 cm 
groove for 
inserting the 
rubber 0 ring 
darvick 
Fig 46 Layer of darvick for insulation of electrodes and 
the groove made for 0 ring. 
positioning an 0 ring, which was made from rubber of the 
required diameter cut to the correct length, with a special 
rubber glue applied to one side. Then two ends of the rubber 
were stuck to each other and the assembly left to dry. After 
that the 0 ring is ready to be used for the vacuum 
application. A number of 0 rings constructed in this way have 
worked well. 
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4-7 Some Practical Features of Vacuum Systems 
The first step in switching on a vacuum system is to locate 
the exhaust hose of the rotary pump in the open air. The 
vacuum system should be started with all the valves closed, 
except the roughing valve, see Fig 43. The reading of the 
Pirani gauge on the experimental system showed the normal 
atmospheric pressure of 1000 mbar, and after about 15 minutes 
it had fallen to about 10-1 rnbar. After the roughing stage, 
when the pressure read by the gauge was about 0.5 mbar, 
evacuation of the vacuum chamber was carried out through the 
main route via the backing valve. The backing valve and the 
high vacuum isolation valve are opened and the roughing valve 
closed, to evacuate the chamber through the diffusion pump. 
As this happens, the pressure indicated by the Pirani gauge 
increases, before quickly falling back to its previous level. 
At this stage the Penning gauge did not show any reading, 
since its operation.only begins at lower pressures. If the 
vacuum process was carried out only by the rotary pump, the 
lowes t pressure achieved was 2.1 x 10-2 rnbar, whereas the 
pressure required was 10-5 rnbar. When the pressure indicated 
by Pirani gauge has fallen to 0.1 mbar, the diffusion pump is 
brought into action, by turning its heater on to evaporate the 
oil. Nearly 10 minutes are needed before the action of the 
diffusion pump is observed, when the oil begins to evaporate. 
The water tap must be turned on at the same time as the 
diffusion pump or the pump may be destroyed. 
Once the diffusion pump is operational, the pressure drops 
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very rapidly to around 10-4 mbar. If this is not achieved, a 
number of methods are available for the detection of any 
possible leaks. The technique of using alcohol is based on 
its quick evaporation. The very strong suction force in a 
vacuum area depends on the pressure of the vacuum, and if 
alcohol sprayed on a small area in which a leak exists the 
pressure inside the chamber will rapidly increase. 
Table 3 present results obtained after switching on the vacuum 
system, to show the length of time needed to reduce the vacuum 
to the level required. 
Start at 9:36 am 
Time, am Pirani gauge mbar Penning gauge mbar 
9:49 2.1 x 10.1 
10:03 1.2 x 10.1 
10:13 B.O x 10.2 
10:21 9.0 x 10.2 1.4 x 10.3 
10:27 6.4 x 10.2 4.6 x 10.4 
10:44 S.Ox 10.2 2.9 X 10.4 
10:50 4.4 x 10.2 2.0 x 10.4 
10:57 4.0 x 10.2 1.6 X 10.4 
11:03 3.7 x 10.2 1.4x10·4 
11:12 3.5 x 10.2 . 1.2 x 10.4 
12:05 2.8 x 10.2 6.6 x 10.5 
15:04 2.1 x 10.2 4.2 x 10.5 
15:10 2.1 x 10.2 3.6 x 10.5 
Table 3 Rate of build up of vacuum in experimental chamber. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Opening Switches 
5-1 Introduction 
Opening switches are key elements in the development of 
inductive energy storage for high energy systems, and their 
operation always involves some aspect of plasma science [6]. 
An opening switch must change the switch medium from a 
conductor to an insulator, and it is this requirement that 
remains one of the most difficult problems in the development 
of these switches. At present there is no simple way to open 
a high power circuit in the manner that devices such as 
transistors and thyristors can achieve in low power 
technology. The fundamental problems faced at high power 
arises from the dissipation of the large energy being 
switched. 
The operation of opening switches, sometimes termed plasma 
opening switches, is invariably involved with the production 
or existence of plasma. The plasma fills the space between an 
anode and a cathode, with typical ion densities in the range 
of 1013 to 10'6 ions/cm' providing a short-circuit path. To 
open the plasma must move out of the current path, to enable 
the current to be transferred to a load [60, 61]. 
Opening switches should be capable of conducting at least tens 
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of kiloamperes and of withstanding tens of kilovolts while 
interrupting the current. The ratio of the conduction time to 
the interruption time is a measure of both the power 
compression and the efficiency of the switch, and it should be 
at least 10 to be of significant practical use [62]. In 
practice a staged switch system is often employed, as shown in 
Fig 47, where a slow high-current switch S, allows the build 
of current Io in the inductor Ls. Switch S, is then opened and 
switch S3 closed simultaneously ( at time to ), transferring 
the current Io to the parallel, much faster switch S2 with a 
lesser coulomb ( J i dt ) capability. The current IS2 now grows 
more rapidly due to the lower inductance of S2 until 
switch S2 opens at t
" 
by which time the switch S, has fully 
recovered' . switch S. also closes at time t
" 
thereby 
effecting a two-stage pulse sharpening seen in Fig 47, with 
the load current IL increasing extremely rapidly. The voltage 
spike produced, which increases in size at each stage, is due 
to the presence of inductance in the circuit. Since this is 
mUltiplied by the rate-of-change of the current being 
interrupted to give the magnitude of the spike, the faster the 
interruption the higher will be the level of the voltage 
across the switch and subsequently the load, see also 
section 1-4-1 ). 
1. Recovery time is defined as the time for the switch current to fall to zero 
and the impulse voltage ( due to the fast opening action ) has diminished to 
zero. The switch is then ready for another opening action. 
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Fig 47 The use of transfer switches. 
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The concept of staging has been applied in many single-shot 
inductive energy storage systems, where up to three successive 
pulse sharpening switches have been used, and in the NRL 
trident system [62]. 
It should be noted that, for an opening time scale of sub-
microseconds, only three basic mechanism exist ( resistive, 
inductive, capacitive ) which can be responsible for the 
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necessary development of an increased voltage across a circuit 
element. A variety of opening switches may be categorized and 
analyzed in terms of the three basic impedance changing 
mechanism, as indicated by Fig 48. 
resistive 
R i 
( Rt) 
on • off inductive 
V Z ( t ) i cl ( L i ) --
- at 
( Z ( t ) t ) 
(Lt) 
ca.pa.citive 
S :::: dt 
<C.l. ) 
Fig 48 Fundamental opening impedances. 
In general devices cannot be treated as lumped parameters, 
although most will have a dominant characteristic. 
Classification of the switch opening mechanism as resistive, 
capacitive or inductive is dependent on whether the voltage 
increase on opening is caused primarily by an increased 
dissipation in the switch ( metallic foil fuses ), an 
electrostatic effect i or an increase in self inductance ( MESS 
switch, gate switch, etc ) respectively. This method of 
categorizing opening switches is not precise, but it gives an 
easy understanding of the opening mechanism of most of the 
known high power opening switches. 
Another form of categorization divides opening switches into 
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two general classes, depending on whether their operation is 
by direct interruption or counter pulse interruption (4]. In 
the first class the impedance of the opening switch is rapidly 
increased, to cause the current to transfer to a lower 
impedance load. In the second class the switch current is 
counter pulsed, which means that an artificial current zero is 
created by the injection of an equal and opposite current 
through the switch. Although this technique can be used with 
almost any type of switch, it works best with switches that 
recover rapidly (63]. 
Opening switches in pulsed power technology should satisfy the 
following conditions (63] : 
• high current capability ( low losses ) during conduction 
• long conduction times 
• fast rise of impedance during opening 
• high impedance after opening 
• sub-microsecond opening times 
• high hold off voltage 
• fast recovery high repetition frequency for the 
repetitive ones 
Presently, it is not possible to satisfy all these conditions 
simultaneously with one type of opening switch. The selection 
of a switch therefore requires matching of the switch 
characteristics to the system under consideration. 
In this chapter, the concepts of opening switches are 
discussed and some of them are described. In some cases their 
design and construction is more thoroughly investigated. It 
should be mentioned that information on certain types of 
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opening switches is not widely available. since much of the 
underlying research has been funded by the defence 
organizations of the related countries and has. not been 
published in detail. 
5-2 Mechanical Circuit Breakers 
A mechanical opening switch consists of two separate contacts 
in an insulating medium. which may be liquid. gas or vacuum 
[64] . The switch is closed when the electrodes are in 
contact. and the typical contact resistance of 10-35 ~ gives 
very low conduction losses. To interrupt the current the 
contacts are opened although. in most circuit breakers. the 
mechanical motion is not sufficient by itself to cause opening 
of the circuit. During the contact separation an arc is 
formed. which has to be extinguished by using an externally 
produced current zero ( a counterpulse technique) [65]. The 
electrode gap recovers only if the current zero is held 
sufficiently long to allow plasma deionization. For vacuum 
arcs this is of the order of 3 to 15 ~s [63). and since the 
opening time of circuit breakers is in the range of 
milliseconds they are clearly unsuitable for pulsed power 
applications. 
5-3 Exploding Wires and Foils 
Almost all opening switches used in pulsed power research use 
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exploding wires or foils, and considerable work on this topic 
has been reported. Results presented at the first exploding 
wire conference at Boston, Massachusetts in 1959 [66] 
described a number of major breakthroughs in the improvement 
of exploding wires and foils and pulsed power science in 
general. It was also the first occasions at which the 
majority of workers in this area met together, and it 
developed into the prestigious biennial IEEE Pulsed-Power 
Conference. 
5-3-1 History of Exploding Wire 
The first reported exploding wire experiment was performed in 
1774 by Nairne [66], when he used a Leyden jar as the 
capacitor that powered his tests. He in fact used exploding 
wires to prove that the current in all parts of a series 
circuit is the same. In 1920 Anderson [67] showed 
theoretically that the temperatures produced in exploding 
wires can approach those on the sun. 
True scientific interest in the phenomenon involved began in 
1950 when investigations of various different aspects 
attracted the attention of scientists and engineers from 
around the world [67]. 
5-3-2 Theory of Exploding Wire 
The fundamental circuit for an exploding wire experiment is 
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shown in Fig 49. The capacitor bank is charged to a specified 
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Fig 49 FUndamental circuit of exploding wire . 
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value, 'when the spark gap swi tch S breaks down and discharges 
the capacitor into the wire. The very high currents that 
result cause the wire to exploder with the current waveform 
during the experiment being shown in Fig 50. 
Switch Se opens after the capacitor bank is charged to its 
required voltage. Subsequently the spark-gap switch is 
triggered at to and the capacitor voltage is applied to the 
wire, with the consequent rise of current being controlled by 
the characteristics of the RLe circuit L is the stray 
inductance and R is the sum of stray resistance and the 
resistance of the wire of the main discharge circuit not shown 
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Fig 50 Exploding wire current waveform. 
time 
in Fig 49 ). This heats the wire, which eventually melts 
[68], with the melted wire being further heated by the still-
increasing current. The temperature eventually reaches the 
boiling point of the fuse material, and as it continues to 
increase further vaporization occurs with explosive violence 
( t 1-t2 ). At this stage the electrodes holding the wire are 
connected only by a gas, in which a number of metal particles 
are floating. Between t2 and t, the resistance rises by 
several order of magnitude. Between t, and t. there is a 
period of high conductivity, the so called 11 dwell 11 or ' 
dark time' [69], during which the current flows at a constant 
low rate, carried by a limited supply of carrier ions or 
(. 
electrons or both. Since the change from liquid to gas occurs 
in a fraction of a microsecond, the resulting gas has a very 
high density. At time t. ionization by impact occurs. This 
is the so-called "restrike" (see section 5-3-4), and the 
subsequent rise of current is again controlled by the RLC 
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characteristic of the main discharge circuit. 
The theory of exploding wire outlined above is not 
universally accepted, and a single generally agreed theory 
that satisfactorily explains the whole process does not yet 
exist [70, 71, 72]. 
Several investigators have analyzed the initial premelt phase 
of the exploding conductor phenomenon, by considering a simple 
RLC loop ( as in Fig 49 when the capacitor is initially 
charged ) with a thin foil or wire comprising the majority of 
the resistance. They have attempted to derive approximate 
analytical solutions for the time dependence of the circuit 
variables, such as resistance, temperature, voltage, and 
current in terms of initial values of the capacitor voltage 
and the temperature dependence of the foil and or wire 
parameters [70,73]. 
Explosion of a wire also produces a complex pattern of 
pressure waves in the surrounding medium, one of the most 
prominent features of which is the shock wave responsible for 
the loud, sharp noise of the explosion [74]. 
5-3-3 Application of Exploding Wires 
The present interest in exploding wires stems from the wide 
variety of engineering and scientific applications listed 
below. 
• Electrical fuses [75]. 
• Plasma sources [76]. 
• Electric guns for launching hyper velocity projectiles [77] 
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• The detonation of explosives to ignite explosive devices on 
rockets and satellites [78]. 
• The production of high temperature it is said that 
temperatures of a million degree may be produced, but no 
exact measurement of this has yet been reported) [79]. 
• Pulse x-ray sources [80, 81]. 
• Exploding wires are used in the study of small-scale under-
water explosions, which can be used to simulate the effect 
of under-water nuclear explosions [82]. 
• The light produced by the exploding wire can be used for 
high speed photography [83]. 
• Welding of large diameter pipes. 
A typical commercial application for exploding wires or foils 
is for bonding two pieces of quartz rod clamped together with 
an intervening l-mil thick tantalum foil. The tantalum foil 
vaporizes when the capacitor bank is discharged into it, and 
acts as a weld or bonding agent with a tensile strength 
greater than 2000 Psi [84]. 
5-3-4 Investigation of 
Exploding Wires. 
the Dwell Time in 
The current pause or dwell time are terms used to denote the 
condition in which the electrical current in an exploding wire 
is rapidly reduced almost to zero, remains there for a period 
between a fraction of a microsecond and many microseconds, and 
then rapidly increases to a high value [85]. However, since 
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the phenomenon does not occur in all exploding wire 
experiments, it has been the subject of some important 
scientific investigations [86]. 
The dwell time of a wire depends on a variety of parameters, 
such as the applied voltage, the length and thickness of the 
wire, and the density and composition of the surrounding 
medium. For each material with a certain thickness and width 
there is a critical length, which is the shortest length for 
producing a dwell. The duration of the dwell has been 
investigated for materials such as aluminium, platinum, 
nickel, silver, gold, and copper and it has been established 
that aluminium has the shortest dwell time followed by, 
platinum, nickel, gold, and silver in that order [87]. 
The applied voltage has an important effect on the dwell time, 
and there is always a critical minimum voltage for it to be 
produced. Applying a voltage above this value naturally 
diminishes the length of the dwell. 
A similar situation applies for the medium surrounding the 
wire. If the wire is exploded in a chamber with a pressure 
lower than the ambient pressure the dwell time is reduced, 
until below a certain pressure it no longer exists. 
The value of the current at the dwell time has been recorded 
as between 200 A to 600 A in many different experiments ( with 
different dimensions, pressures, materials, etc). 
Explosion of the wire or foil of Fig 49 does not occur 
immediately after application of the voltage, and a finite 
time is required for the process to start. At time t3 the 
explosion is complete, and the dwell time occurs followed by 
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the restrike, see Fig 50. If this process can be carried out 
without the occurrence of either a restrike or a dwell time, 
the explosion of a wire or a foil can be considered as the 
action of an opening switch 
fuse) (88]. 
or sometimes termed a metallic 
5-4 Fuses as Opening Switches. 
The most widely used opening switches are metallic fuses [89], 
which are both inexpensive and easy to make. Their opening 
times can be very short, in the range from ns to ~s, and their 
conduction times are determined by the fuse material, the 
dimension and the surrounding media [90]. The opening process 
of melting, boiling, and vaporization are caused by Joule 
heating and the subsequent creation of a highly resistive 
channel of dense vapour [91, 92]. 
The change of the fuse from the solid to the vapour state 
results in a considerable change in its resistance; if this is 
sufficiently large to reduce the current substantially, the 
fuse can be considered to be a switch. For the switch to 
remain open, the metallic vapour must be prevented from 
becoming ionized. 
The increase in resistivity of a fuse is proportional to the 
specific energy deposited in it [93, 94]. Therefore as the 
Joules/gram increases the resistance of the foil also 
increases, see Fig 51 (95]. 
Current interruption using a fuse will produce a large 
voltage, even before the actual vaporization, which can cause 
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Fig 51 Resistivity increase of aluminium foil switch with 
specific energy. 
a voltage breakdown along the fuse surface. ( the existence of 
any thermal emission will help the occurrence of this 
breakdown). As an example, tungsten and other metals with 
high boiling points do not explode completely if operated in 
atmospheric pressure gases. The voltage at which surface arcs 
occur can be influenced by embedding the fuse in gaseous, 
liquid, and solid media or in vacuum, to inhibit the 
occurrence of surface arcs. 
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5-4-1 Fuse Design and Determination of the Foil. 
Maisonneier developed a mathematical solution for the 
explosion of a fuse as. an opening switch in an inductive 
energy transfer system [92]. In the circuit of Fig 52, 
c---'- capacitor 
-.--bank fuse 
Fig 52 Using a fuse as an opening switch in an energy storage 
and transfer circuit. 
closure of switch S, discharges the capacitor bank ( charged 
previously to a voltage Vo ) into the fuse causing it to 
explode. The subsequent opening action and the closure of 
switch S, then transfers the energy stored in L, to the load 
L,. The basic operation of this type of circuit was discussed 
in detail in chapter 1 and 3. The time of the explosion t~ 
is regarded as the time when the stored magnetic energy ( or 
the current I, ) is at a maximum, which occurs after one 
quarter of the oscillation period. Thus, with S, closed and 
S2 open, 
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t.XP = rc/2 ( L,C ) 1/2 
and the electromagnetic energy stored in L, if the fuse 
resistance is negligible is 
Wo = (1/2) L, I,2 (1) 
It is now assumed that the fuse explodes ( opens ) and the 
switch S2 closes simultaneously in the time interval ilt. 
Immediately after this, considerations of magnetic flux and 
energy conservation show that the energy that remains stored 
in L, is 
W, = r L,2 I ( L, + L2 ) 2 ] Wo (2) 
while the amount transferred to L2 is 
W2 = [ L, L2 / ( L, + L2 ) 2 ] Wo (3) 
and the amount dissipated in the fuse is 
Ws = [L2 / ( L, + L2 )] Wo (4) 
The voltage produced across the fuse during the energy 
transfer process is approximately 
v '" L2 ( I2 / ilt ) = [ L, L2 / ( L, + L2 ) ] ( I, / ilt ) (5) 
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where :1:, and :1:2 are currents immediately before and after 
switching. If the energy transfer is fast, then ~t is small 
and the switch must open in the presence of both large 
currents and high voltage. 
The energy required for a complete vaporization of the foil is 
equal to WB , which is dissipated in the fuse. The energy 
dissipated by joule heating during the first one quarter 
period of the capacitor discharge corresponds to the energy 
necessary to bring it to the vaporization point. The 
explosion then starts, and the time of switching ~t is the 
time necessary to complete the explosion. 
If e is the internal energy per unit mass of the foil, and m 
the mass of the foil of cross section s, length 1, and 
resistivity p ( variable with time ), then 
p ( 1 Is) :1:,2 = m ( de I dt) (6) 
Before the explosion, the fuse resistance is too low to modify 
appreciably the current, so that 
(7) 
where ro = ( L, C ) -1/2. Equ (6) can then be rewritten 
(m I P ) de = ( 1 Is) ( :1:,2 ) texp sin2 rot dt 
Integrating this equation between 0 and t.XP' and replacing rot 
1. (J:1 )~_ is current 11 at the explosion time. 
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by x gives, 
or 
(I ) 2 " f s .. "" de = 1 t."" (. sin2x dx . s. p ys'(,) 10 
de 
p 
where y is the density of the fuse. 
(8) 
Introducing the initial voltage Vo and energy Wo of the 
capacitor bank 
3 
W. 2 
o (9) 
where the right-hand-side can be obtained numerically using 
tables of physical constants that give p and e as functions of 
temperature. If the right-hand side of Equ (9) is written as 
a, then 
a = ..j2 yfs ..... de 
11: s. P 
(10) 
with the value obtained for a from physical tables 
corresponding to slow heating at atmospheric temperature. 
For very fast heating, such as is encountered in exploding 
wire experiments, a has to be multiplied by a factor kl' where 
1 < kl < 3 [92]. 
The condition for an explosion at a current maximum now 
becomes; 
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(11) 
If ay is the latent heat of vaporization under normal 
conditions, it is known that an explosion requires, per unit 
mass, an energy of k 2a y , where 1 < k2 < 3 [96]. Therefore 
correct explosion of the foil requires an energy 
If W. is smaller than W.XP' the fuse is not completely 
vaporized; if it is larger, ionization occurs; in both cases 
the circuit is not properly interrupted. The condition for 
correct interruption is W. = W~ or; 
[ L2 I ( L, + L2 ) 1 Wo = sly k2 e,. 
( s 1 I Wo ) [ ( L, + L2 ) I L2 1 = b I k2 (12) 
where b = ( y ay )-1 is a numerical constant depending only on 
the composition of the foil. 
For a given energy source ( Wo, Vo ) and a given system of 
inductances ( L
" 
L2 ), Equs (11) and (12) completely determine 
the dimensions of the foil, and the only free parameter is the 
foil material, which must be chosen in such a way that 1 is a 
maximum. The voltage induced across the foil should therefore 
be as large as possible, requiring the switching time ~t to be 
a minimum ( i.e a fast opening time ), see'Equ 5. 
Combining Equs (11) and (12) gives 
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1 = [ L2 I ( L, + L2 ) ] (* C, L, )'/4 (k, /k,')1I2 Vo b a
'
/2 
which shows that the length of the foil 1 is proportional to 
ba
'
/2 • This then provides a figure of merit of the metal 
constituting the fuse since, due to insulation problem and 
flash over, developing a high spike voltage across a longer 
fuse is more practical, and this higher voltage gives a faster 
opening time. Numerical calculations have shown that four 
metals ( silver, gold, copper, and aluminium) are far better 
in this respect than the others and the values of a, b, and 
ba' /2 for these are given in table 4 [96]. 
Metal a [kg.m-' .J-1.Q"1] b (kg-l .m3 .Jol ] , ba'!2 [kg- 1Ja .m. J-J/2 .0'1/21 
Silver 3.9 x 1016 4.0 X 10-11 8.0 X 10-3 
Gold 3.0 x 1016 3.5 X 10-11 6.0 X 10-3 
Copper 5.9 x 1016 2.4 X 10-11 5.8 X 10-3 
Aluminium 2.2 x 10
'
• 3.5 X 10-11 5.3 X 10-3 
Table 4. Values of a, b, ba' /2 for silver, gold, copper and 
aluminium, initial temperature 20°C. 
The use of fuse switches in pulsed power applications is 
widespread, with many different configurations and forms of 
construction being used. However, since the post-vaporization 
phase is not well understood and proper modelling is not 
available, experimental results are often the best way to tell 
if a fuse is working satisfactorily or not. 
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An experiment which demonstrates the feasibility of fuse 
opening switches in high power inductive storage systems was 
performed by Reinovsky [95]. A 1.9 MJ capacitor bank was 
discharged into an inductor, with an electrically exploding 
foil used to open the circuit and to transfer the energy to 
the load. The fuse was a 0.001" aluminuim foil, 28" long and 
17.6" wide, and the volume of the fuse package served as an 
inductive store of 10 nH inductance. The load was 12 mQ 
resistance and 5.8 nH inductance and with approximately 16 MA 
being interrupted, a voltage of 300 kV was developed across 
the load. About 7.5 MA were transferred to the load with a 
10-90% rise time of 190 ns opening time ). A fuse 
experiment carried out at Loughborough is described below. 
5-4-2 A Fuse Explosion Experiment 
The experimental arrangement for exploding aD. 001" copper 
fuse is shown in Fig 53. The fuse and the quenching medium 
are both contained in a cassette with sides of darvick and a 
top and bottom of clear perspex. Copper ( 0.01" ) electrode 
terminals are provided at each end of the container onto which 
the foil is soldered. The quenching medium is a mixture of 
silica grains and coarse glass fibre matting, with first a 
sheet of glass fibre mat, followed by a layer of silica 
grains, a mat, a good quantity of silica, the foil fuse, and 
then a reverse repeat of the quenching material. The assembly 
was overfilled slightly, to ensure that it was compacted down 
tightly around the fuse when the top cover was secured, 
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Fig 53 The circuit for fuse explosion 
see Fig 54. 
surface 
switch 
cold 
line 
current 
probe 
load 
The fuse is a single-shot device, and after each explosion the 
quenching medium and the foil must be replaced. The cassette 
may be used repeatedly unless it is damaged by the shock 
produced by the explosion. 
Current probes were inserted in tunnels in the transmission 
line for measuring the currents through the switch and the 
load after the explosion, i.e after the surface switch had 
broken down. 
Before the actual firing of the fuse, a short circuit test was 
carried out to measure the total inductance of the circuit, 
with the fuse replaced by a copper sheet sufficiently thick 
not to explode. Figs 55 and 56 are results taken from this 
test, where the first probe recorded the current of the 
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Fig 54 Plan of fuse box assembly. 
discharge circuit and the second that in the load circuit. 
As can be seen from the figures, the period of oscillation 
of the discharge circuit is 62 /ls and that for the load 
circuit is 61 /ls, giving inductances of 408 nH for the 
discharge circuit and 395 nH the load circuit. 
Figs 57 and 58, show the discharge current and its time-rate-
of change, and the load current and the fuse voltage obtained 
from the output of a Rogowski coil. 
It can be seen from the results that the foil explosion began 
9.5 /ls after closure of the main closing switch. The 62 !ls 
period of the oscillation of the initial current in the short 
circuit test resulted in its first maximum occurring after 
15.5 /ls, so that to achieve the best energy transfer the 
explosion time of the fuse should be delayed by a further 
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6 !ls. In Fig 58 the time of the explosion is where the sharp 
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peak occurs in the voltage across the fuse and the load 
current started rising immediately after the explosion. 
Fig 57 shows that initially the'current decays rapidly, and 
then reduces more slowly ( due to the 2 fls time base used for 
this figure, the falling to zero of the initial current cannot 
be shown). 
v/div 
i 
v 
15 1 
time/l1s 
trace 1; 10.0 v ; 4 ~s 
-, 
trace 21 2.0 v : 4 ~s 
60 kA/v 
Fig 57 Discharge current and its timerate-of-change. 
5-5 Other Types of Opening Switches in Pulsed 
Power Technology. 
Explosive opening switches have been developed as a more 
rapidly opening alternative to conventional mechanical circuit 
breakers. Opening time of less than 20 fls have been achieved, 
compared to the 1000 fls of a mechanical breaker. The current 
interruption in an explosive switch is achieved by using a 
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Fig 58 Load current and the fuse voltage. 
detonator to explode a designated part of a circuit, Currents 
of 400 kA have been interrupted in 20 f.ts using exploding 
switches [96]. Other opening switches include 
• Vacuum Arc Opening switches [97] 
• The Reflex Switch [98] 
• Dense Plasma Focus ( DPF ) [99] 
• plasma Flow Switches [lOO, 101] 
• Moving Foil as a High Vacuum Opening Switch [102] 
• Magnetic Gate as a Vacuum Opening Switches [103] 
• Plasma Erosion Opening Switches ( PEOS ) [104, lOS, 
106] 
• Magnetic Energy switching System ( MESS) [107, 108] 
Information on most of these switches is not widely available, 
as in most cases they were built for specific purposes. They 
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provide different opening times and conduction times; for 
example fuses have long conduction time (up to 10 ~s ) and 
a moderate opening time ( say.100 ns ), whereas plasma erosion 
opening switches have a very short conduction time ( about 100 
ns ) and a very fast opening time ( opening times as fast as 
10 ns have been reported ). A long conduction time and a 
short opening time can be achieved by using two-staged opening 
switches, consisting of both fuses and a plasma erosion 
opening switch [109, 110]. The plasma erosion opening switch 
is used mostly as the final stage of switching, due to its 
very short opening time. 
Operation of these opening switches is invariably involved 
with the production or existence of plasma. As well as that 
they use magnetic forces ( except for circuit breakers, fuses, 
and explosive opening switches ) produced by the interaction 
between the magnetic field and the current passing through the 
plasma. In the case of the plasma erosion opening switch, the 
plasma needs to be injected into the switch by a plasma gun, 
whereas in the other opening switches the plasma is produced 
by the switch itself. 
Of the switches listed above, the Magnetic Energy switching 
System ( MESS ) is the most useful in the present research. 
Its operation and characteristics are therefore described here 
in details. 
5-6 The Operation of the MESS Switch 
The operation of the MESS switch is based on the acceleration 
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of the plasma produced between concentric cylindrical 
electrodes by means of the Lorentz force. The operation is 
similar to that of an electromagnetic rail gun, and also the 
magnetic gate and the moving foil switches. 
5-6-1 The Rail Gun 
A rail gun is a device for achieving hypervelocity speeds 
[111] that uses the Lorentz force to move a current carrying 
element, together with a projectile, along a pair of rails, as 
shown in Fig 59. 
rail 
rail current 
i 
x X 
magnetic 
field 
X X X 
Fig 59 An electromagnetic rail gun. 
projectile 
arc 
Basically, the current in the rail produces a magnetic flux 
density B between the rails, and this interacts with the 
current crossing from one rail to the other in the arc 
produced by a high voltage discharge circuit not shown in the 
figure. The resulting Lorentz force accelerates the arc, 
together with the projectile, along the rail. Multi-stage 
electromagnetic guns with a separate capacitor bank and 
storage inductor for each stage have been introduced, with the 
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rail used in some cases being a few hundred meters long [112, 
113]. Velocities as high as 8 km/s has been reported for 2 g 
projectiles [114]. The acceleration of projectiles up to one 
tonne in weight is said to be possible [115]. 
5-6-2 Magnetic Gate Vacuum opening switch. 
The magnetic gate opening switch developed at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory is shown in Fig 60. The gate is a slab of 
aluminuim which is thinner at its centre and is positioned to 
provide an electrical short circuit in a transmission line. 
The theory of the operation is outlined by Fig 61. The gate 
is heated by the current passing through it, until the gate 
material loses its mechanical strength and begins to flow 
plastica1ly, Fig 61(a). 
capacitor 
bank 
aluminium 
magnetic 
gate 
Fig 60 Magnetic gate as an opening switch. 
A large fraction of the gate material is deposited on the 
surface of the transmission line, which forms a plastic hinge 
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Fig 61 Operation of a magnetic gate opening switch. 
at the points where the gate attaches to the line. The 
remaining material continues to carry the current Fig 61(b), 
with the plasma produced by the increasing Joule heating being 
accelerated down the transmission line. It eventually passes 
over a slot in the line, which represents an alternate path 
for the current, i.e a region where the load would be located. 
The switching time is determined by the sheath velocity and 
its thickness and the widths of the slot, Fig 6l(c). 
To prevent the gate from accelerating as a unit down the 
transmission line, the gate thickness needs to be ~2 times the 
thickness of its thinned area [103]. The experiment reported 
uses a 2 mm thick aluminium foil gate placed in a transmission 
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line with the lines are 1 cm apart. A current of 1 MA can be 
transferred in 1 ~s [103]. 
5-6-3 A Moving Foil as a High Current Vacuum 
Opening Switch. 
This switch also employs the concept of a magnetically 
accelerated current-carrying foil to transfer current in less 
than 1 ~s to an alternative low inductance path. Operation of 
the switch is illustrated by Fig 62, and is analogous to that 
of the rail gun. The switching foil is an annular conductor 
forming an electrical short in a coaxial transmission line 
connected to a capacitor bank. Fig 62(a) shows the Lorentz 
force produced when current flows in the foil, and this force 
accelerates the foil to a velocity of about 3 x 105 cm/so 
When the foil passes across a slot in the transmission line 
the current is switched to the alternate path shown in 
Fig 62(b) which is introduced into the circuit by the motion 
of the foil. In the simple model of Fig 62(b), the switching 
time t. is determined by the velocity of the foil V and the 
width of the slot ~, so that ts = ~/V. 
Several criteria are important in the design of this switch. 
• The foil should not vaporize. 
• The foil should be accelerated uniformly. 
• A high velocity should be achieved. 
Any vaporized material could form an alternate path for the" 
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Fig 62 Operation of a moving foil switch~ (a) accelerated by 
Lorentz Force and (b) foil passing over switching slot, 
transferring current to this path. 
current behind the foil and the breakdown of this could limit 
the acceleration of the switch. A higher current would give 
a greater acceleration and a faster switching time, but an 
increased chance of the foil vaporizing or melting. The 
minimum height of the foil is determined by the desired 
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voltage hold off of the coaxial line, and in the experiment 
carried out at Los Alamos National Laboratory [102] the 
aluminuim foil had a thickness of 0.007 cm. The 0.3 cm wide 
switching slot, located 1 cm from the starting point, had 
inner and outer radii of 0.5 cm and O.B cm respectively. The 
experiment was driven by a capacitor bank, which delivered 2 
MA in a quarter of a cycle ( 1.4 ~sec ). It was claimed that 
approximately 60% of the current was transferred to the slot 
in BOO ns [102]. 
5-7 The MESS Switch. 
The MESS switch [107, lOB] is a coaxial plasma switch that 
operates on the basis of increasing its inductance with time. 
As an opening switch it has a fairly high conduction time ( a 
few ~s ) and a reasonably good opening time ( 100 ns ), and it 
consists of two concentric cylindrical electrodes as shown in 
Fig 63. 
The electrodes are shaped to ensure the required inductance-
time characteristic for both interrupting a large current 
passing through the switch and controlling the period of 
conduction. 
The plasma required by the switch is produced by exploding an 
aluminium foil or wire between the electrodes, see Fig 63. 
with highly conductive plasma that is produced being capable 
of carrying a large current for a few microseconds. As 
mentioned previously, an opening switch should have a fairly 
long conduction time to enable the storage inductor to be 
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Fig 63 MESS switch 
self supporting wires or 
foils ( initial position ) 
plasma production 
positive electrode 
negative electrode-
charged to its peak value, and the required conduction period 
is achieved by appropriate shaping and dimensioning of the 
switch electrodes. 
By controlling the speed of the plasma sheath, or increasing 
or reducing its route, the required conduction time can be 
achieved. Increasing the diameter of the inner electrode and 
the tip or nozzle ) of the outer electrode causes the plasma 
to slow down, which could also increases the conduction time 
of the switch. 
The operation of the MESS switch can be described simply as 
follows. After the explosion of the foil or wire plasma is 
produced. As a result of this the magnetic flux produced is 
contained in the volume between the concentric electrodes, 
which are shaped to provide a greater volume for the flux at 
the beginning of the explosion. As the plasma moves toward 
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the tip of the electrodes the flux is continually compressed, 
due to the reduction of the volume. Near the tip of the 
electrodes the compression is a maximum, which results in a 
very rapidly increase in the inductance of the switch. This 
compression of the flux will actually choke the current 
passing through the switch, and transfer it to a parallel 
connected load. The flux compression occurs slowly at the 
beginning due to the larger volume, and the reduction in the 
volume due to the reduction of the radius speeds up the action 
of flux compression, and results finally in a fast increase in 
the switch inductance. At the tip of the centre electrode the 
curving inner edge of the plasma sheath experiences a rapidly 
increasing radial force and implodes towards the axis. This 
radial collapse involves only a small fraction of the original 
foil mass, the bulk of which is slowly moving and continues in 
the axial direction. 
When capacitor bank energies of between 50 and 180 kJ were 
used [107] aluminium foil 0.5 micron thick was mounted between 
concentric 12.0 cm and 7.5 cm diameter electrode 2.0-2.5 cm 
long. For energies below 50 kJ, fine wires were employed. 
Experimental results suggest that, for an energy of 140 kJ, 
the current passing through the MESS switch reached a peak 
value of 3 MA after 3.75 ~s and produced a voltage spike of 9 
times the bank voltage ( 205 kV ) across the switch. The 
overall efficiency reported of approximately 17% includes both 
the efficiency of the energy transfer from the capacitor bank 
to the storage inductor and that of the current transfer from 
the storage inductor to the load. The maximum impedance 
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attained is said to represent an increase of 20 to 30 times 
over the impedance of the beginning of the test. A switch 
opening time of 50 to 100 ns has been achieved. 
An experiment has been proposed using a single 
meatgrinder to generate 100 TW pulse [116], using 
step 
the 
characteristics of MESS switches for his proposed design. In 
the design proposed the system will deliver 5.02 MJ to a 30 nH 
load in 100 ns, the peak load current being 18.3 MA, and the 
load voltage is 5.54 MV. Both of the MESS switches used are 
subjected to a sharp voltage of 5.67 MV while interrupting a 
peak current of 22.3 MA, and the overall system efficiency was 
26.4%. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Current Transfer Using a Fuse as an Opening 
Switch. 
6-1 Determination of the Stray Resistance and 
Circuit Inductance. 
Although a well-designed capacitor bank and its transmission 
line will have a very low inductance and resistance, the 
accurate determination of both of these quantities is required 
for any computer based studies of the system. For a typical 
system, the parameters can be obtained from experimental 
results for the capacitor discharge. Thus, Fig 64 shows the 
oscillatory current and its time rate-of-change, as obtained 
from a short-circuit test at the end of the experimental 
transmission line when fed by the capacitor bank. The bank 
was charged initially to 10 kV, with 325 nH series inductance 
included to prevent the current becoming excessive. The 
inductor was formed by bending a length of the hot 
transmission line into the rectangular form shown in Fig 65, 
with the current being recorded by a probe inserted in a 
tunnel in the hot transmission line, as shown in Fig 66. 
Considerations of the equivalent circuit of Fig 67, show that 
the current i is given by 
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Fig 64 Short-circuit test results. 
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Fig 65 Added inductance in the transmission line. 
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where A is a constant 
and IX = L 
2R 
The positive envelope of the decaying current is 
i =Ae-l1t• 
m 
For two consecutive positive peaks, at times tl and t 2, the 
corresponding currents are 
• = A e-l1t, ~m2 
Manipulating these results and replacing t 2-t1 by T gives the 
resistance R as 
R = 2L In ( 
T 
Since IDo is much greater than a in the experimental system, IDd 
and IDo are almost equal and approximately, T = 2 1t ( Le) l{2 
is the period of the oscillation. The circuit inductance 
follows from the equation for the period as 
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L= 
substituting the values of C ( 240 ~F ) and T ( measured from 
Fig 64 as 57 ~s ) into this equation gives the inductance L as 
343 nH. substituting this value into the equation for R, 
together with the measured values for i mV i m2 , and T, gives 
R = 3.2 mO. 
hot line 
current probe 
cold line 
Fig 66 Current probe. 
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Fig 67 Circuit for short-circuit test. 
6-2 A Fuse Used as an Opening Switch. 
The application of fuses as opening switches in an inductive 
energy transfer circuit was described in Chapter 5. The 
opening mechanism of the fuse is based on the rapid increase 
of its resistance with time, causing the current flowing 
through the fuse and the storage inductor to be transferred to 
the parallel load. The feasibility of this arising from the 
opening action of a fuse is investigated by considerations of 
the circuit shown in Fig 68. 
The switch S, in Fig 68 is closed for an appropriate time to 
charge the capacitor bank, after which it opens and the 
capacitor bank is ready to discharge into the fuse by closure 
of the switch S2' Following this, some energy is stored in 
the inductor L, and some heats up the fuse, which rapidly 
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Fig 68 Typical inductive storage current transfer circuit 
containing a fuse as an opening switch. 
increases its resistance and transfers current to the parallel 
load when switch S3 is closed. The inductance L f in Fig 68 is 
the inductance of the fuse cassette. 
An investigation of the circuit requires separate 
consideration of the conduction and opening stages. The 
conduction stage occurs when S2 is closed and S3 is open, 
during which time the storage inductor is receiving energy 
from the capacitor. The circuit analysis for this stage is 
given in Appendix 3. The final values of the storage inductor 
current and the capacitor bank voltage at the time of current 
interruption are used as initial values for the opening stage. 
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6-3 Circuit Analysis of the Opening Stage. 
c 
storage 
inductor 
--JL- capacitor 
--.r-- bank 
/ 
load 
Fig 69 Opening stage of the current transfer circuit. 
It follows from Fig 69 that 
--.! I 
c 1 
These three equations, which contain the variables I'l I21 and 
VC, may be re-arranged in the form 
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- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------
dI1 
= dt: 
dI2 
= 
dt: 
dVc 
= dt: 
where 
and 
a l1 I 1 + a i .I. + a13 Vc 
a21 I1 + a 22 I2 + a 23 Vc 
a 31 I 1 + a 32 I 2 + a 33 Vc 
a =-l: 
31 c 
B 
RL1 + RLf + Rf L1 
L1L2 +L1L f +L2Lf 
The complete solution of a set of three first-order 
differential equations is fully described in the next chapter, 
where the current transfer to a load by means of a MESS switch 
is investigated. 
The values of all' a ,2 , ... , a" are not all constant, since 
they may contain the time dependent parameter Rf • The time-
variation of this resistance has to be found before the 
simulation can be carried out. 
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6-4 Time-Resistance Characteristic of a Fuse 
The fuse characteristic was obtained from experimental results 
for the operation of a fuse acting as an opening switch in an 
inductive storage and transfer circuit. Fig 70 shows the time 
variation of voltage across the fuse cassette ( or the load), 
which is the sum of the voltages across the inductor Lf and 
the fuse resistance Rf ( see Fig 68 ). 
f 
! 
! , 
T 
, 
t 
2.0 V/div 
, 
[ 
I , 
I I1 ~i\ 
f I t 
TR4A: 02.0U :2.~us 
8.8 kV/v 
~~ ______ 5. ______ ~1=0 ____ ~1~5~. ____ ~2~0 ____ ~2~ 
time/~s 
Fig 70 Voltage Across the fuse cassette or load. 
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time/Ils 
Fig 71 Time rate-of-change of fuse current (dIf/dt). 
Figs 71 and 72 shows respectively the time rate-of-change of 
the fuse current If obtained using a current probe, and the 
current flowing through the fuse obtained by integrating the 
output of the probe. The current drops to a low value very 
rapidly, which is an indication of the rapid increase in the 
fuse resistance. Figs 70, 71, and 72 were magnified several 
times to improve the accuracy of measurements made from these 
waveforms. 
Table 5 gives values of the voltage across the fuse VL , the 
fuse inductance VLf and the fuse current If taken from the 
waveforms, together with the calculated resistance Rf during 
the opening period of the switch. 
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Fig 72 Fuse current. 
time Its VL V If kA VLf V Rf= (VL-VLf ) /If mQ 
11.75 8800 306.25 2650 20.1 
12.0 26400 13.48 12250 1049.7 
12.25 30800 10.20 10200 2019.6 
12.50 31680 7.92 7300 3068.2 
12.75 22000 4.75 2917 4017.5 
Table 5 Procedure for finding fuse time-resistance 
characteristic. 
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The variation of the fuse resistance with time is shown in 
Fig 73, with time t=O.O ~s corresponding to the commencement 
of the fuse switch opening. 
5 
resistance 
o 
4 
3 
2 
1 
O~---------+--------~~--------+---------~~ 
0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 time p-s 
Fig 73 Resistance-time characteristic of the fuse. 
1.0 
The fuse characteristic of Fig 73 may be represented by 
Rf = 0.02 + 4.0 X 10' t 
Using this expression for Rf , the system equations were solved 
using a modified form of the computer program described in 
Appendix 5. Figs 74 and 75 present simulated time variations 
of the load current and voltage using the parameters 
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previously obtained for the experimental circuit, i.e a 
storage inductance of 353 nH, a circuit stray resistance of 
3.2 mO, a fuse inductance of 35 nH , an inductive load of 60 
nH and a resistive load of 1 mO. The capacitor bank was 
charged to 15 kV. 
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Fig 74 Load current 1:2 • 
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Fig 75 Load voltage VL. 
time/S 
The experimental and simulated waveforms for the fuse voltage, 
shown respectively in Figs 70 and 75 can now be compared. Fig 
70 shows that the fuse voltage reaches a peak value of 
approximately 51.9 kV after the fuse explosion which agrees 
with the simulated result of Fig 75 which shows a peak voltage 
of approximately 52 kv. 
Fig 76 shows the experimental load current I 2 , with the 
corresponding simulated waveform being shown in Fig 74. The 
simulated waveform is presented for the 13 ~s after the fuse 
explosion, to show approximately the same time period as the 
experimental waveform. It is assumed that the time-resistance 
variation of the fuse remains valid within this interval. 
Fig 74 shows that the current I2 reaches a peak value of 
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Fig 76 Load current. 
approximately 265 kA, after which it reduces slowly to about 
160 kA after 12.5 ~s, whereas with the experimental waveform 
of Fig 76, the current reaches a peak value of 260 kA and 
reduces to approximately 163 kA after 12.5 ~s. Thus it can be 
seen that the experimental results agree very well with the 
simulated results. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Analytical Solution and Computer Modelling of 
an Inductive Storage Energy Transfer Circuit 
Containing a MESS Switch. 
7-1 The MESS Switch in an Energy Transfer 
Circuit. 
The physical operation, principles, and certain important 
details of the MESS switch were presented in a previous 
chapter. In the present chapter, the inductance versus time 
characteristic of the switch is used in an investigation that 
predicts the performance of a typical inductive energy storage 
transfer circuit. Fig 77 illustrate a typical transfer 
circuit and, apart from the use of a MESS switch as the 
required opening switch, the operation of this type of circuit 
is basically as described previously. 
Operation of the circuit of Fig 77 can be divided in two 
stages; the conduction stage and the opening stage, and during 
both stages switch S, is open and switch S2 is closed. 
Throughout the conduction stage S3 open the storage 
inductance L, of Fig 77 stores energy as the capacitor bank is 
discharged into the MESS switch. The switch behaves like a 
short circuit ( both the circuit resistance and the MESS 
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Fig 77 MESS switch in a current transfer circuit. 
switch resistance having negligible effect ) and the storage 
inductor is charged to its maximum value of WL = 1/2 L, I 2pe• k • 
At this point the second stage of operation begins S3 is 
closed), with the consequent rapid increase in the inductance 
of the MESS switch reducing the switch current and 
transferring the current to the load. In Fig 77, Rs is the 
stray resistance of the circuit, and can be a matter of only 
a few mQ. 
7-2 Circuit Analysis of the MESS Switch for 
Conducting Period. 
Analysis of the circuit of Fig 77 needs to be carried out in 
two separate operations, corresponding to the conduction and 
the opening or current transfer stages. In the conduction 
stage switch S3 is open and, with the MESS switch represented 
as a short circuit, Fig 78 shows the equivalent circuit that 
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then applies. 
c~_ 
storage 
inductor 
capacitor 
bank 
MESS switch 
when 
conducting 
Fig 78 Conduction stage of the current transfer circuit. 
Analysis of this circuit gives values for the discharge 
current and the capacitor bank voltage. These are then used 
as initial values in the subsequent investigation of the 
opening stage. solution of the circuit of Fig 78 is described 
in Appendices 3. 
7-3 Anal.ysis of the Circuit for the Opening 
Stage. 
As explained in chapter 5, the inductance increase of the MESS 
switch will choke the switch current and transfer it to the 
load. By analyzing the circuit of Fig 79, which is the 
equivalent circuit for the opening stage, the current transfer 
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Fig 79 Opening stage of the current transfer circuit. 
to the load can be determined, as well as the load current, 
the switch voltage and current, the energy transfer efficiency 
and the duration of the current transfer. 
solution of the circuit of Fig 79 is not however straight-
forward, due to the time variation of the MESS switch 
inductance, and the first step in the solution is therefore to 
find a mathematical function to represent this characteristic. 
Inspection of the characteristic of an actual switch given 
elsewhere [116] shows that neither a piecewise linear 
characteristic, an exponential, nor a parabola will provide a 
sufficiently good numerical approximation. Twenty eight 
equally spaced samples taken from this characteristic are 
recorded in Table 6 and plotted in Fig 80, with the shape 
indicating that a polynomial series of the form 
Y = ao + a , x + a, x
2 + a 3 x
3 + • • • + an x" (13) 
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Fig 80 Inductance-time characteristic of the MESS switch. 
is likely to provide a good representation over the period 
from 0 to 135 ns. 
The Nag Routine used to obtain the coefficients ao' a l , etc 
from the experimental characteristic requires equally-spaced 
samples to be taken and a sample interval of 5 ns was 
selected, as this produces no fractions when divided into the 
135 ns range of the characteristic. It is also sufficiently 
small to cover adequately the entire range. 
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- -~- - -------------
sample time ns L. nH sample time ns L, nH 
1 0.0 12.5 15 70.0 19 .. 0 
2 5.0 12.5 1. 75.0 20.0 
3 10.0 12.5 17 80.0 21.5 
4 15.0 13.0 18 85.0 23.5 
5 20.0 13.5 19 90.0 25.5 
6 25.0 14.0 20 95.0 29.5 
7 30.0 14.0 21 100.0 34..5 
8 35.0 14.0 22 105.0 40.0 
9 40.0 15.0 23 110.0 46.0 
10 45.0 15.5 24 11S.0 55.0 
11 50.0 16.0 25 120.0 68.0 
12 55.0 16.5 26 125.0 85.0 
13 60.0 1'1.0 27 130.0 115.0 
14 65.0 18.0 28 135.0 140.0 
Table 6 Samples taken from the inductance-time characteristic 
of Fig 80. 
7-3-1 The Curve Fitting Technique. 
The Fortran Nag Library Routine E02ACF can be used to find the 
appropriate order of polynomial equation to best fit any curve 
that is provided, and a Fortran program to use this Routine is 
shown in Appendix 4. This program reads data from Table 6, 
and supplies it to E02ACF. The Nag Routine then determines 
the optimum coefficients for each polynomial order specified. 
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Following this, the program receives the values of the 
coefficients from E02ACF and plots the corresponding 
characteristic, together with the actual inductance-time 
relationship. This method enables the measured and best-fit 
curves to be simul taneously displayed on the screen of a 
graphics terminal, enabling a comparison to be easily made for 
each of the polynomial orders specified. The best fit to the 
actual curve can then established and the final order 
selected. Fig 81 shows polynomial approximations to the 
actual MESS switch characteristic for orders of 3, 4, 5, and 
6, and it is clear that orders 5 and 6 provide the best fit to 
the characteristic. It was decided to adopt the polynomial of 
order 5 in this analysis, since with this the inductance 
increases at all times except for a few initial ns. On the 
other hand, for the polynomial of order 6, the inductance 
reduces for a considerable period at the beginning of the 
curve. Both curves come extremely close after about 90 ns, 
where most of the current transfer will take place. 
The best fit representation used for the inductance-time 
characteristic of the MESS switch is therefore 
t t 2 t' • s Ls = aD + a , + a 2 + a, + a. t + as t (14) 
where the values of a DI a,l a 21 a" a" as are given in 
Table 7. 
The Nag Routine E02ACF requires double precision parameters 
which is taken care of by adding *8 at the beginning of the 
computer program where the dimensions of the variables are 
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order 3 
order 4 
order 5 
order 6 
time/ns 135 
time/ns 135 
time/ns 135 
time/ns 135 
Fig 81 Comparison of orders 3, 4, 5 and 6 with the actual 
curve. 
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introduced. The order of the polynomial must be less than 
the number of samples provided to the routine. 
a O 1.540284817308419E-08 
a 1 -.579652617809441 
a 2 19125437.33146678 
a 3 -72557337902680.4 
a, -2.016569864364646E+21 
a 5 1.573394174952519E+28 
Table 7 Polynomial coefficients. 
The curve-fitting technique was used to find the best 
polynomial equation for the inductance/time variation, but 
the analysis of the current transfer circuit also requires 
the rate-of-change of inductance with time. This cannot be 
obtained by differentiation of the polynomial of Equ (14), 
because of the large errors produced, and it was therefore 
found by other means. 
Initially, the finite difference method was used to 
determine the dLs/dt at each point of table 6, but it 
created large errors especially at the end of the sampling 
period, which is a very critical region in the simulation 
process. The method chosen for determining the dLs/dt time 
characteristic is explained by reference to table 8, where 
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time (t) (t-5) (t+5) LS at LS at L. at (t+5) -L. at (t-5) 
dL./dt_ 
ns ns ns (t-S) ne (t+5) ns 10 
ton 
-
5 12.5 12.5 0.00 
t-l0 5 15 12.5 13.0 0.05 
t ... 20 15 25 13.0 14.0 0.10 
t",,30 25 35 14.0 14..0 0.00 
,/: ... 40 35 45 14.0 15.5 0.15 
t,.,SO 45 SS 15.5 16.5 0.10 
t",,60 SS 65 16.5 18.0 0.15 
t=70 65 75 18.0 20.0 0.20 
t ... $O 75 85 20.0 23.5 0.35 
t .. 9O 85 95 23.5 29.5 0.60 
t=10D 95 105 29.5 40.0 1.05 
t ... l1Q 105 115 40.0 55.0 1.50 
t=1.20 115 125 55.0 85.0 3.00 
t",,13Q 125 135 85.0 140.0 5.50 
Table 8 Samples taken from the Ls graph to obtain dLs/dt. 
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the inductance Ls is taken from table 7 at 5 ns before and 
after each sample and their difference is divided by 10 ns 
to give dLs/dt. One sample for each 10 ns is taken, which 
is expected to provide sufficient information from the curve 
for the sampling period, since there is a progressive 
increase in the gradient of the sampled curve and it has no 
maximum and minimum points. Fig 82 shows the variation of 
the change of inductance with time obtained using this 
approach. Polynomial curve fitting was again used to obtain 
a to a mathematical function for the characteristic. After 
visually comparing a number of best-fit polynomials 
different orders, as shown in Fig 83, an equation of order 6 
was considered to provide the best result. 
dLs/dt 
(2 
5.0 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
o 30 60 
Fig 82 The graph of dLs/dt versus time. 
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time/ns 
The equation for the rate-of-change of inductance variation 
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Fig 83 Comparison of the curve dL./dt with different 
polynomial orders. 
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The equation for the rate-of-change of inductance variation 
with time can therefore be written as 
where the values of bD, b ll b 2 , b" b., b s, b. are given in 
Table 9. 
b o -B.B7750B925029B16E-02 
b , 23836463.39006443 
b 2 -7.S76658541794852E+14 
b, -1.798395659001397E+21 
b. 3.606579795852056E+29 
b s -4.632037315124163E+36 
b. 1.829598305451088E+43 
Table 9 Polynomial coefficients for dLs/dt. 
7-3-2 Current Transfer Circuit Analysis and 
its Solution by Applying Fundamental Circuit 
Theory Equations. 
Having obtained mathematical expressions for the variation 
with time of both Ls and dLs/dt, it is now possible to 
analyze the circuit of Fig 79. From this figure it follows 
that 
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(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
where VC(O) , the ini tial value of the capacitor bank voltage 
for the opening stage, is very small ( nearly zero ). The 
corresponding initial current for the conduction period 
I,(O)' is then at its highest ( megamperes in a practical 
case ). Is is the switch current and the load current I2 is 
obviously initially zero. 
If Equs (15) and (16) are expanded, and Equ (17) is 
differentiated to eliminate the integral ( bearing in mind 
that VC(O) is constant ), it follows that 
- .! I C 1 (20) 
where no dL, /dt term appears in Equ (18) and no dL2 /dt term 
in Equ (19) since both L, and L2 are constant. 
It will be noted that equations (18), (19) and (20) contain 
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three variables ( I'l I21 Vc ), but that these always occur 
in combination with other parameters, such as Ls and dLs/dt, 
which are functions of time. The solution of the equations 
is not therefore straight-forward. 
Equs (18), (19), and (20) may be rearranged in the 
alternative form 
(22) 
(23) 
and if the following simplifying substitutions are 
introduced 
( 
dLs 1 --- - R dt: s 
A = Ls + L1 
D - ( 1 ) 
Ls + L1 ( 
dLs 1 --- -R 
E - dt 
Ls + L2 ( L ) 
F - s 
Ls + L2 
(24) 
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Equs (21), (22), and (23) reduce to 
(25) 
(26) 
(27 ) 
Equs (25), (26), and (27) may be manipulated to give a 
standard set of first-order differential equations 
dIl _ I (A + BG) + I (C + BE) + V ( D ) 
dt - 1 1 - FB 2 1 - FB c 1 - FB (28) 
dI2 =I (F 
dt 1 F+BG +G)+I (F C+BE+E)+V ( FD ) (29) 1 - FB 2 1 - FB C 1 - FB 
dVc 
=HI dt 1 (30 ) 
or 
(31) 
(32) 
(33 ) 
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where X" X" X3 have replaced I
" 
X2, Vc respectively and all' 
••• I a 33 are given by 
~ 
A + BG 
~ 
1 - FB 
~ F F + BG + G 
a21 1 - FB 
FD 
1 - FB 
C + BE D 
1 - FB 1 - FB 
~ F C + BE + E 
1 - FB 
a32 ~ 0.0 a 33 ~ 0.0 
(34) 
It should be noted that the values of a lll anI ••• I a 33 are 
not constant, because they contain the time dependent 
parameters Ls or dLs/dt 
7-3-3 The Cayley-Hamilton Technique. 
The method adapted to solve Equs (31), (32), and (33) was 
based on the Cayley-Hamilton approach of using matrix 
techniques to solve differential equations, see also 
Appendix 3. Thus for the matrix equation 
or 
dX ~ A.X 
dt; 
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(35) 
dX1 all a12 a1n Xl 
dt 
dXa a21 a2n x 2 
dt 
= 
dXn 
(36) 
dt an1 ann xn 
the Cayley~Hamilton solution is 
x = eAt X(O) (37) 
where the n x n matrix A contains the coefficients au' all' 
. . . . . a= and X(O) is an n x 1 matrix containing the initial 
values only. The exponential e~ is found from 
e At = IX An + IX A n - l + IX I l2 n-l • •• 0 (38) 
where I is a unit matrix ( i.e a matrix with all its 
elements zero except for those in the top-left to bottom-
right diagonal, which are unity), and the coefficients ai' 
a2 , ••••• Un are found from 
in which the A's are the eigenvalues of the matrix A. The 
first step in the solution of a system of differential 
equation when using Cayley-Hamilton method is to find the 
matrix A and to obtain its eigenvalues, see also Fig 115 of 
Appendix 3. 
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7-3-4 Using the Cayley-Hamilton Method to 
Solve the MESS Equation. 
Equs (31), (32), and (33) provide the most simplified form 
for the system of equations describing the MESS switch. 
They may be expressed in matrix form, with I 1 , I 2 , and Vc 
replaced by X" X2 , and X, respectively, as 
= (40) 
o o 
The values of the elements of the matrix A can be obtained 
from previous substitutions, see Equs 24 and 34. 
One important point of the Cayley Hamilton method is that 
the elements of the matrix A should have constant values, 
due to the calculation of the eigenvalues performed before 
the solution can proceed. Unfortunately, in the present 
application some of the elements of the matrix A are 
functions of time, and A is not therefore a constant value 
matrix. This problem was overcome by using a step-by-step 
method with, in every step, the value of time used being 
that at the beginning of that step. At every time step all 
the calculations are carried out by the computer and the 
results are stored in a file; this procedure continues until 
the time reaches its designated value when the current 
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transfer is expected to be complete. 
The eigenvalues of the matrix A are found from the equation 
det ( A - ~I ) = 0 
where det is the determinant of the matrix ( A - ~I ) and I 
is a unit matrix. In matrix form 
all a 12 a13 1 a a 
det a21 a22 a23 - A- a 1 a = a (41) 
a31 a a a a 1 
or, 
Finally, the simplified form of the equation for the ~'s is 
(43) 
Equ 43 does not have a standard method of solution, and the 
Fortran Nag Library Routine ( C02AEF ) was used to determine 
its roots at each time step. The three eigenvalues A1, A2, 
A3 found by this Routine ( C02AFE ) are then used to find 
the values of a's in Equ (39). To achieve this, Equ (39) is 
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expanded for each eigenvalue: 
e 1, t 
= IZa A a + IZ1 11 + IZo 1 
e 1. t 
= IZa A. a + IZ1 A.a + 0: 0 (44) 2 
e 1, t 
= IZ2 A22 + IZ1 12 + a o 
The values of aD' a" and a2 can be obtained from these 
equations. It should be remembered that the values of the 
eigenvalues can all be real or one can be real and the other 
two complex conjugates. This requires two separate 
calculations to be carried out, one for the real values for 
the eigenvalues, and the other with one real eigenvalue and 
two complex conjugates. Since the number of complex roots 
of an equation is always even, the three eigenvalues of the 
matrix A cannot simultaneously have complex values . 
7-3-4-1 Calculation of a's by Considering the 
Eigenvalues to be All Real. 
To solve Equ (44) it is necessary to eliminate one parameter 
and one equation, and the parameter aD was therefore 
eliminated between the first and second equations and also 
between the second and third equations. This results is a 
set of equations with two unknown parameters ( a 1 and a. ) 
and two equations as follow; 
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( ,22 ,2) (" ) 112 A - A1 + III A2 - A1 
(45) 
These two equations are written in a form which enables them 
to be solved by using Cramer's rule. Application of 
Cramer's rule to a system of two equation with two 
parameters is shown below 
CRAMER'S RULE 
For the simultaneous equations 
AX+BY=P 
CX+DY=Q 
the solution for the unknown X and Y is 
X= 
det[ ~ ~ 1 
det[ ~ ~ 1 Y= 
(46) 
Therefore, according to Cramer's rule, the solutions for u, 
and u 2 of Equ (45) are 
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e 1,. _ e 1,. 12 
- 11 ] det 
e 1,. _ e 1,. 1 - 12 0:2 = 3 
[ 1 2 - 12 12 - 11 1 det 2 1 
12 - 12 13 - 12 3 2 
(47) 
12 - 12 e 1,. _ e 1,. ] 
det 2 1 
12 - 12 e 1,. _ e 1,. 
0:1 = 3 2 
det[ 
12 _12 12 - 11 
1 
2 1 
1 2 - 1 2 13 - 12 3 2 
where the denominator of both of these equations can be 
simplified as 
[
12 _12 
d 2 1 et 12 _12 
3 2 
(48) 
After some manipulation the values of aD' a, and a, can be 
obtained from Equs (44) and (47) as 
0:0 = 
(49) 
(50) 
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(51) 
7-3-4-2 Calculation of a's if the Eigenvalues 
Are not All Real. 
The calculation of the a's for real values of A's is now 
complete, but as was mentioned before an equation can have 
roots with complex as well as real values. Since the 
coefficients of the third order polynomial, Equ (43) changes 
at every time step, the nature of its roots cannot be 
forecast. Therefore a separate solution to find the a's 
needs to be carried out, by considering two of the 
eigenvalues as complex and the third one as real, thus 
1 = C 1 (52) 
These values are substituted into Equ (49), (50), and (51) 
for the a's, using the substitutions 
After using these substitutions in Equ (49), ao can be 
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written as 
where 
or on simplifying 
a 6 - j a7 (jb) --:--_~....,...,~-,-!-,_.,... e a + t (a, + jb) (jas ) 
a ~ be 7 
(a6 - ja7 ) (asb + ja,as) 
(a, + jb) (a, - jb) (jas) 
(a6 + j a7 ) (asb - j a,as) 
(a, + jb) (a, - jb) (jas) 
a ~ ab 5 
e (a+jb) t 
e (a-jb) t 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
ect + ( b, ( ejbt + e -jbt) + 
b 3 
e jbt - e -jbt ») eat 
(57) 
where 
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b ~ a 2 + b 2 2 , 
b s ~ a6 a 9 - a 7b 1 
(58) 
From Euler's relations 
sinx e
jx 
- e -jx 
= j2 cosx 
it follows that 
= A ect + [B cosbt - C sinbt]e llt 1 ·11 
e jx + e -jx 
= --=-------::-=--2 
When the same procedure is employed to find a , and a 2 : 
a , = __ 6 cosbt + (
2b 
b 3 
or 
where, 
b 6 = - a,b, - ba b, = a,a9 + bb, 9 
2b6 2b, D, = E, = F, = 
a 3 
b 3 b 3 b, 
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(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
and 
a: = ~ e ct 2 b 2 
where, 
+ __ 1 cosbt _ (
2b 
b 3 
7-3-5 Calculation of eAt 
Regardless of the fact that the a's are found either by 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
using real values or complex values of A's, the value of ell 
can now be obtained. Equ (38) describes the general form 
for finding eAt, and for this case when we have ao, a, and a2 , 
(69) 
In this equation ao, a
" 
a2 , J: and A are known, and if it is 
assumed that the elements of the matrix A2 are bll , b ,2 , ••• 
bnn , then 
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b ll b 12 b 13 a 11 a12 a13 1 0 0 
eAt=a 
2 b 2l b 22 b 23 +a l a2l a22 a23 +ao 0 1 0 (70) 
b 3l b 32 b 33 a3l a32 a33 0 0 1 
a 2b ll +a l a ll +ao a 2b 12 +a l a 12 a 2b 13 + a l a13 
a 2b 2l + a l a2l a 2b 22 + a l a22 + a o a 2b 23 + a l a23 (71) 
a 2b 3l + a l a3l a 2b 32 + a l a32 a 2b 33 +a l a 33 +ao 
7-3-6 Calculation of I 1 , I 2 , and Vc. 
Since the elements of the matrix of Equ (72) are all known, 
Equ (71) can be expressed as 
(72) 
The values of the currents I
" 
I 2 , and the voltage Vc are 
found by multiplying ell by a 3 x 1 matrix that contains the 
initial values of I
" 
I 2 , and Vc. Initial values of 
I, ( I,(o) ) and Vc ( VC(O) ), are found from the analysis of 
Fig 78 explained earlier. The initial value of I2 is 
obviously zero, because no current is flowing in the load 
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circuit when the current transfer is about to start. The 
final matrix equation for obtaining i
" 
I" and Vc is 
therefore 
I1 An A12 A13 I1 (0) 
I2 = A21 Aa2 A23 0 (73 ) 
Vc A31 An A33 VC(O) 
From Equ (73) i
" 
i" and Vc can be obtained as 
(74) 
Although these equations appear fairly simple, it should be 
noticed that each of the coefficients follows from many 
previous substitutions. In addition, the values of these 
coefficient change at each time step, and it is virtually 
impossible to carry out this circuit analysis without a well 
written computer program. 
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7-3-7 Calculation of the Voltage Across the 
MESS Swi tch Vs. 
Another important quantity which it is necessary to evaluate 
in any solution of the circuit of Fig 79 is the voltage 
across the MESS switch vs. From Fig 79 
(75) 
where dI2 /dt can be found from Equs (21), and (22) as 
(76) 
Substituting for dI2 /dt into Equ (75) gives the switch 
voltage as 
(77) 
7-4 Results of the Simulation. 
The computer program written to predict the MESS switch 
characteristic in an energy transfer circuit follows the 
flowchart of Fig 84. A program listing is given in 
Appendix 5, with comment lines added to the program wherever 
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appropriate. 
The computer program was written in Fortran and saves its 
output data into a file for plotting purposes. The input 
data are stored in a separate file for easier access, to 
prevent the program compiling each time the inputs are 
changed, ( the inputs are: the capacitance of the capacitor 
bank and its voltage, the stray resistance of the circuit, 
the storage inductance, and the resistance and inductance of 
start 
• 
read input calculate 
data initial values 
I 
... 
. 
t = 0.0 t = tHstep f- store data 
I I" 
... no~ i calculate 
eigenvalues of 
stop matrix A if t> tl" 't Irnl yes 
! 
calculate 
a1s 
~ . 
calculate state 
calculate Vs 
variables '1' '2' Vc 
Fig 84 Computer simulation flow diagram. 
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the load ). 
Using the computer program, parameters such as:-
• the current in the storage inductor circuit 
• the current into the load 
• the switch current 
• the peak voltage across the MESS switch or the load 
• the energy dissipated in the stray resistance of the 
circuit 
• the energy dissipated in the switch 
• the energy reaching the load 
• the efficiency of the energy and current transfer 
• the opening time of the switch 
can all be obtained for different values of the input data. 
Results were obtained for a 240 ~F capacitor bank charged to 
40 kV, a 40 nH storage inductor, and a stray resistance of 
1 ~. 
In the circuit of Fig 79 the load can be any combination of 
inductance and resistance and results were obtained with the 
load considered as resistive, inductive and resistive-
inductive. 
7-4-1 Consideration of Resistive Loading. 
Results for a short-circuit load ( L2 = 0.0 H, R = 0.0 Q ) 
are shown in Fig 85. It can be seen from Fig 85(a) that the 
current I, reduces steadily from a value of nearly 2.92 MA 
and from Fig 85(b) that the current 12 increases very 
quickly to this value after about 135 ns. At the same time 
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the current Is, shown in Fig 85(c), reduces rapidly to a 
value very near to zero. Because of the short circuit, the 
voltage across the MESS switch and the load are of course 
.zero. 
When the load resistance was set to 1 mQ ( possibly the 
lowest value of resistive load encountered in pulsed power 
technology and about that of a sheath of conducting plasma, 
which is usually considered as a purely resistive load [117] 
) the results corresponding to those for the short-circuit 
case are as shown in Fig 86. Further results obtained for 
the variation of voltage across the capacitor bank, the 
energy in the storage inductor, the total load energy, and 
the pulsed power produced are given in Fig 87(a)-(d). 
Comparison of Fig 86 with Fig 85 shows that the currents I 1 , 
I 2 , and Is are approximately the same, but that the load ( 
or switch ) voltage Vs now increases rapidly as the current 
I2 increases, reaching approximately 2.9 kV after 135 ns. 
If the opening time of the switch is considered as that for 
the current to fall from 90% and 10% of its peak value, 
then an opening time of about 67 ns can be estimated from 
the graph of Fig 86(c). 
Fig 87(a) shows the variation of the capacitor bank voltage. 
As expected, its initial value is very low at approximately 
1.5 kV, which means that the time when the current transfer 
is about to start gives an initial capacitor bank voltage of 
less than 4% of its initial 40 kV. The current transfer 
therefore starts, as required, at about the maximum value of 
the current Il obtained during the conducting stage of the 
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switch, see also Figs 113 and 114 of Appendix 2. 
Fig 87(b) shows the time variation of the energy in the 
storage inductor L
" 
with the initial and maximum values of 
this both being about 171 kJ. Fig 87(c) shows that the 
portion of the inductor energy transferred to the resistive 
load is only approximately 500 J after 135 ns, so that the 
transfer of energy to a resistive load of 1 mQ is not at all 
efficient. Fig 87(d) shows that the pulsed power produced 
across this load reaches more than 8500 MW after 135 ns. 
As mention earlier, the MESS switch is usually used as the 
first stage of a pulse sharpening network, when the load may 
be another and faster opening switch ( typically a Plasma 
Erosion Opening Switch or PEOS ) or a load that itself is 
capable of being driven by the pulse sharpening produced by 
the MESS switch. In both cases the loads will be mainly 
inductive but with some stray resistance usually present 
typically a few mQ ). The currents produced in pulsed-power 
are required to reach a very large value in a very short 
time ( a rate-of-change of current flowing at less than 10 '3 
A/s cannot drive many existing pulsed-power loads [89] ). 
The MESS switch transfers its current to the parallel load 
by means of a fast increase in both its inductance and its 
impedance, as shown in Fig 83, and since this impedance 
reaches a value of approximately 5 n, a much smaller load 
must be used if a reasonable rate of current transfer is to 
be achieved. On the other hand, the actual opening of the 
switch occurs when the current has fallen to 10% of its 
initial value, or approximately 292 kA. A limit of 382 mQ 
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for a resistive load was found to satisfy the above 
conditions. From the results given in Fig 88, it can be 
seen that a resistive load between 135 to 175 mQ gives an 
efficiency very near to the maximum obtainable 15.5%. 
Higher values of load resistance up to 175 mQ provide a 
higher energy efficiency, but for a load resistance beyond 
that the efficiency falls. However, the opening time 
definition cannot be applied for resistive loads larger than 
382 mQ, since the current Is does not fall below 292 kA 
within the 135 ns of the inductance-time characteristic. 
Fig 89 shows the opening time remains at 67 ns up to 260 mQ 
and then rises slightly to 74 ns at 382 mQ. This variation 
of only 7 ns shows that an increase in the load resistance 
has only a minor effect on the opening time of the switch. 
Fig 90 presents computed results when the switch is loaded 
with a 150 mQ resistor. The current 12 now reaches only 
about 1.8 MA after 120 ns, which is about 1.2 MA less than 
with the 1 mQ load. The current transfer efficiency has 
also reduced, but the energy reaching the load after 135 ns 
has increased to about 26.5 kJ, or more than 53 times that 
for the 1 mQ load; nevertheless the efficiency still remains 
at only about 15.5%. The pulsed power produced now has 
reached a value of more than 0.5 TW. Fig 91 shows a further 
set of data, with the resistive load being set at 10 mQ and 
the capacitor voltage changed from 10 kV to 100 kV, to 
determine any corresponding variation in the opening time of 
the switch or any other major performance variations. 
However, it can be seen that the opening time of the switch 
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remains the same ( 67 ns ) and that the other parameter 
followed the same general pattern, except for the variation 
of their amplitudes, see Fig 91. 
7-4-2 Consideration of·Inductive Loading. 
It is shown in Appendix 1 that an inductive load used in an 
energy transfer system should have a value about that of the 
storage inductance, to achieve the maximum transfer 
efficiency of 25%. Since the value of the storage inductor 
is 40 nH, a range of inductive loads between 5 nH to 100 nH 
was therefore investigated. 
Fig 92 shows results for a 5 nH load, with the transfer of 
current from the storage inductor L, to the load L2 being 
seen from Figs 92(a) and (b). The current I, decays from 
about 2.92 MA to 2.5 MA in approximately 130 ns, by which 
time the load current I2 has risen to 2.5 MA. Fig 92(c) 
shows that the switch current falls nearly to zero very 
rapidly, and that an opening time of 64 ns is attain~d. The 
behaviour of the switch voltage Vs is now quite different 
from that in the resistive load case. At the beginning of 
the current transfer the switch voltage Vs rises to 
approximately 45 kV, before reducing steadily to 
approximately 35 kV after 50 ns, since there is no rapid 
change of switch inductance. It then rises rapidly to 
nearly 65 kV after 70 ns, due to the rapid change of 
inductance of the switch then taking place, after which it 
reduces to 0 kV after 135 ns. Fig 93 shows the variation of 
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per unit energy efficiency with the inductance of L 2 , and it 
can be seen that the efficiency increases rapidly to a 
maximum of more than 0.245 as the load inductance increases 
from 0 to 40 nH. The fall in efficiency when the load 
inductance is increased above 40 nH is not very steep, and 
larger values of load can be used with a reasonable 
efficiency. The maximum efficiency is about 0.5% less than 
the theoretical maximum of 25% after 135 ns, due to small 
amount of energy remaining in the capacitor and the energy 
lost in the stray resistance of the circuit and in the 
switch. Figs 94(a)-(d) shows further results for an 
inductive load of 40 nH. The voltage across the switch Vs 
starts this time from approximately 105 kV and peaks at 
265 kV after 80 ns, and Fig 95(a) and (b) shows that this 
voltage produces a pulsed power with an amplitude reaching 
0.24 TW after 90 ns and a load energy of 42 kJ. The 
variation of opening time for a range of inductive loads 
between 0 to 50 nHis presented in Fig 96, and it can be 
seen that after a small initial fall as the inductance 
increases up to 15 nH it remains virtually constant at 
63 ns. A higher inductance delays the current transfer and 
causes the switch current to remain at higher value for a 
longer time. In another words the switch current at the 
beginning is less steep, and with the opening time measured 
as that for the current to fall from 90% to 10% of the 
initial value a shorter opening time results. Fig 97 shows 
the variation of opening time with capacitor voltage for two 
values of both resistive and inductive load, and confirms 
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that the opening time of the MESS switch is independent of 
the applied voltage. 
7-4-3 Consideration of Inductive-Resistive 
Loading, and the Energy Loss • 
Results for a load of 40 nH, 10 mQ load provide a possibly 
typical example of a pulsed-power application. The 
variation for the currents I
" 
I 2 , Is, and Vs are the same as 
those discussed for the inductive case, and since the only 
difference is in their amplitudes these are not shown. In 
this section the energy lost or transferred to different 
parts of the circuit is considered. 
Fig 98(a) shows the time variation of the energy in the 
storage inductor of the transfer circuit, and it can be seen 
that at the end of the energy transfer nearly 40 kJ energy 
remains. Fig 98(b) shows that the energy loss in the switch 
reaches 87 kJ after 135 ns. The energy lost in the stray 
resistance of the system is given in Fig 98(c) and reaches 
nearly 0.75 kJ, which is obviously very small by comparison 
with the switch loss. The total load energy shown in .~ 
Fig 98(d) reaches approximately 42 kJ after the current 
transfer. Fig 98(e) shows that the energy stored in the 
MESS switch peaks at approximately 62 kJ, and reduces to a 
small value after the current transfer. Finally the energy 
remains in the capacitor bank, after the transfer, see 
Fig 98(f), as expected is extremely low. 
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The initial energy of the storage inductor must equal the 
sum of energy lost in the switch and the system resistance, 
that remaining in the capacitor bank, and that given to the 
load. Figs 98(a), (b), (c), (d), and (f) confirms that this 
balance exists. 
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Fig 85 : (a) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, (d) load or switch voltage, for a short-. 
circuit load, ( R = 0.0 Q, and L2 = 0.0 nH ). 
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Fig 86 : (a) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, Cd) load or switch voltage, for a resistive 
load of 1 mQ. 
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Fig 87 : (a) Capacitor bank voltage, (b) energy of the storage 
inductor, (c) energy reached the load, (d) the pulsed-power 
produced, for a resistive load of 1 mO. 
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Fig 90 : (a) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, (d) load or switch voltage, for a resistive 
load of 150 mQ. 
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Fig 91 : (a) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, (d) load or switch voltage, fora resistive 
load of 10 mQ and a capacitor bank voltage of 100 kv. 
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Fig 92 : Ca) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, (d) load or switch voltage, for an inductive 
load of 5 nH. 
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Fig 94 : (a) Storage inductor current, (b) load current, (c) 
switch current, (d) load or switch voltage, for an inductive 
load of 40 nH. 
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Fig 98 : (a) Energy in storage inductor, (b) energy lost in 
the switch, (c) energy lost in circuit resistance, (d) total 
energy to load, (e) time variation of switch energy, 
(f) energy in the capacitor bank. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Measurement of High Current and High Voltage 
8-1 General 
The measurement of either high current or high voltage 
differs, in many ways, from the corresponding measurements in 
low current and voltage systems. By the nature of a high 
power experiment, the currents and vol tages to be measured are 
very large, typically in the order of a·hundreds of kiloamps, 
or even a few megamperes, and up to a few hundred kilovolts, 
and it is clear that simply connecting an ammeter or a 
voltmeter to the circuit is not practicable. In addition to 
their very large magnitudes, the duration of the currents and 
voltages in a pulsed power system are usually very short. A 
typical measuring device must be capable of responding in less 
than 0.1 ~s, while for some applications the response time 
should be less than 1 ns. 
For both of these reasons, a non-direct ( or non-invasive 
method of measurement of the current and voltage was employed, 
by introducing a probe for current measurement [118, 119, 120, 
121] and using a Rogowski coil [122, 123, 124, 125] for 
voltage measurement. 
These methods of current and voltage measurement are we.!l 
suited to pulsed power application, since they are passive 
devices, are not directly connected to the circuit and have 
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little effect on the quantity being measured. 
8-2 Current probe for High Current Measurement. 
The principle of the current probe is based on Faraday's law 
of electromagnetic induction, with the voltage produced in a 
coil being equal to the rate-of-change of the total magnetic 
flux which links the coil. If the coil has N turns and the 
flux passing through each turn is <1'>, then the total flux 
linked by the N turns of the coil ( commonly known the flux 
linkage is A = N <1'>. In the absence of iron , the flux 
linkage is also directly proportional to the current flowing 
in the circuit, with the constant of proportionality being the 
mutual inductance m , i.e A = m i. Therefore the voltage 
produced in the current probe can be written as either 
v = - dA/dt or v = - m di/dt 
The latter result shows that the voltage produced by a current 
probe is proportional to the time differential of the current 
and not to the current itself, and an RC-integrator circuit is 
therefore required to provide a voltage output which is 
directly proportional to the current. When a probe is used to 
measure the current in a transmission line made of flat copper 
sheet, a semi-circular tunnel has to be made in the 
transmission line to contain the probe, as shown in Fig 99. 
Once calibrated, the results obtained from a probe are 
reliable, as there is little in the probe to fail or to cause 
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hot line 
cold line 
_ probe 
---- inserted 
Fig 99 Current probe inserted in the transmission line. 
its characteristics to change. However, since current probes 
are not usually sufficiently sensitive for low current 
measurements, a low current limit may be assigned to each 
individual probe. Below this limit the results are normally 
due to pick up noise and should be ignored. Nevertheless, 
this is not a great problem in pulsed power systems, where the 
currents are usually very high. 
8-2-1 Construction. 
The current probe used in the present work consisted of a 
length of coaxial cable, stripped down to the dielectric along 
part of its length, with a number of turns of small gauge 
enamelled copper wire forming a coil around it. The coil lS 
connected to the braid of the coaxial cable at one end, and to 
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.. 
its inner conductor at the other end. Details of the 
procedure adopted for making a current probe are given below 
Firstly, the plastic cover is removed from about three-quarter 
BNC plug inner conductor 
outer braid 
coaxial cable 
coil made of 
enamelled 
copper wire 
Fig 100 A current probe. 
plastic tube 
dielectric of the 
co-ax cable 
of a 42 cm length of 50 Q coaxial cable. The outer conductor 
(the braid) is then trimmed back to leave about 17.5 cm of 
uncovered dielectric; care being taken not to damage the 
dielectric while removing the braid. The enamel is removed 
from about 1.25 cm at one end of a length of 0.01 mm enamelled 
copper wire, and this end is soldered to the braid. 
Insulating tapes is used to secure the position of the end of 
the braid and the soldered joint, and also to hold the first 
turn of the coil. 
The coil is then wound round the dielectric of the co-axial 
cable, with the turns spaced as equally as possible over the 
length of bare dielectric. When the winding is complete the 
copper wire is soldered to the central conductor of the 
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co-axial cable, insulating tape is again used to secure the 
last turn and to insulate the soldered end. Finally, the coil 
is protected by a length of clear plastic tubing and a 50 n 
B.N.C. plug attached at the remote end of the cable to allow 
connections to be made to an oscilloscope. The completed 
current probe is shown schematically in Fig 100. 
8-2-2 Screening. 
Screening is used to increase the signal-to-noise capability 
of a current probe, by covering the coil with aluminum foil to 
prevent unwanted magnetic flux or radiation from penetrating 
inside the coil. In practice however screening the probe is 
quite difficult, since the aluminum foil must not provide a 
short circuit path round the coil. To prevent this, a strip 
of 4 micron aluminum foil together with a strip of 0.002" 
insulating material ( mylar ) is wound simultaneously round 
the coil in the spiral form shown in Fig 101. Covering the 
whole assembly by plastic tubing is now more difficult, 
because the coil is thicker and the screen is very fragile. 
Applying oil to the inside of the plastic tubing helps it to 
slide more easily over the assembly. 
Several current probes were made, both with and without 
screening and with the number of turns in the coil varying 
between 30 and 150. A higher number of turns obviously 
provides more accurate results, but it also increases the 
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inner conductor 
of the cable 
mylar insulation 
dielectric of 
coaxial cable 
aluminium foil 
screen 
Fig 101 Cross section of the screened current probe ( coil 
and tubing not shown ). 
inductance of the coil and therefore results in a lengthened 
response time. Results of the current and time rate of change 
of current in two short circuit tests are given in Figs 102 
and 103, with the unscreened current probe used for Fig 102 
having 150 turns and the screened probe used for Fig 103 
having 75 turns. It can be established from these two figures 
that the rise time of the 150 turn probe, considered as the 
time for the time rate-of-change of current to increase from 
zero to its first current maximum, is over 160 ns, whereas for 
the 75 turn probe it is less than 80 ns. The current i is 
proportional to the integral of the voltage output from the 
probe and the peak value reached in Fig 102 of 13.8 V is 
nearly double the 6.88 V of Fig 103. Calibration of the 
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probes can be obtained by determining, from the ini tial 
voltage of the capacitor bank and the circuit parameters, the 
value of the first current peak which is produced and 
comparing this with the value provided by the probe. 
Some form of attenuator, as well as an integrator, will be 
required when a current probe feeds on oscilloscope, and 
Fig 104 shows a circuit diagram of the combined 10:1 
attenuator and integrator that was used. The values of Ri' R2 
and R3 in Fig 104 are chosen to give an input resistance of 
50 Q, to match the resistance of the 50 Q coaxial cable and 
the B.N.C. connectors. The values of Rand C are chosen so 
that their time constant (RC) is more than twenty times the 
period of the waveform to be measured. 
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8-3 Voltage Measurement. 
The voltages in pulsed power networks are normally high and of 
short duration, and they cannot therefore be measured 
conventionally. The method adopted in this research to 
measure the voltage was based on a Rogowski coil. A Rogowski 
coil is a current measuring device or, more correctly, a 
device that measures the time rate of change of current, which 
must be integrated to obtain the actual current. Thus if a 
current proportional to the voltage which to be measured flows 
through a known resistor, and is measured by a Rogowski coil, 
the output from this coil can be calibrated for the voltage 
measurement. 
a toro id ), with, as shown 
closed-loop heYi~al coil 
.. ~105' . . ~n F~g ,~ts maJor ax~s x 
A Rogowski coil is generally a 
parallel to the direction of the current flow and the magnetic 
flux produced by this current linking the small turns of the 
helix. The rise time of the coil output is usually in the 
range of a few nanoseconds ( and in some cases less than 
1 ns ), and the decay times of the order of microseconds. 
Rogowski coils used routinely to measure pulsed currents in 
excess of 1 MA [118]. 
The technique used for voltage measurement employed a Rogowski 
coil, with the current flowing in a fluid resistor lying along 
the major axis x of the coil being proportional to the voltage 
to be measured. 
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passes through 
this h le 
major 
axis 
Fig ~05 A Rogowski coil. 
8-3-1 A Fluid Resistor. 
cross section 
of Rogowski 
coil sheild 
B.N.C. 
Plug 
A fluid resistor consists of a sealed plastic tube containing 
a copper sulphate solution, and with an electrode at each end. 
The existence of free eu++ and 80.-- ions allows the solution to 
conduct, with the greater the percentage of ions the lower the 
resistivity. 
Fig 106 shows a fluid resistor made from a length of 0.5 cm 
diameter clear plastic tubing cut to a length of about 15 cm, 
with the ends being sealed by the dielectric of a coaxial 
cable having its outer insulation and braid removed. The 
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inner core of the coaxial cable immersed in the copper 
sulphate solution is cleaned, to ensure that a good electrical 
contact is obtained. Connections to a test circuit are made 
by spade connectors crimped to the end of each electrode. 
Achieving an exact value for the resistance may not be easy, 
but in practice this is not usually of prime concern. As an 
example, if a resistance was required to be 250 Q, any value 
between 225 Q to 275 Q would normally be acceptable. The 
resistance of the fluid resistor also depends on the distance 
between the inner core of the electrodes, and by reducing this 
distance the resistance can be decreased. 
crimped contact 
inner core of a 
coaxial cable 
plastic tube 
dielectric of the 
coaxial cable 
copper sulphate 
solution 
Fig 106 A fluid resistor. 
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A number of practical problems arise when making a fluid 
resistor. For example, the co-axial cable used for the 
electrodes should have a solid and not a stranded centre 
conductor, since the fluid could leak through the strands. To 
prevent any leak from the inner core of the cable or from the 
tight contact between the electrode and the tubing, silicon 
rubber should be applied to those areas. A number of fluid 
resistors for use in voltage measurement by Rogowski coil were 
made, with resistances between 150 Q to 3500 Q. 
To measure the resistance of a fluid resistor, a voltage is 
applied between the electrodes and the current then flowing is 
measured. The voltage must be applied for only a very short 
time, to prevent any noticeable increase in the fluid 
temperature and hence in its resistance. 
Attempts to reduce the resistance of a fluid resistor by 
adding further copper sulphate eventually reach a point when 
the resistance cannot be further reduced, as the fluid has 
reached its saturation point, and no more copper sulphate can 
be dissolved. To obtain a further reduced resistance then 
requires either the length to be reduced or the diameter of 
the plastic tube to be increased. In the present application 
the diameter cannot of course be increased above 0.5 cm as it 
must be capable of going through the centre hole of the 
Rogowski coil, (However, a fluid resistor with a length of 19 
cm and diameter of 9 cm was also made, for the purpose of 
providing a 30 Q resistive load ). 
Fig 107 is a trace of the recorded output from the Rogowski 
coil in a short circuit test of the capacitor bank charged 
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initially to 10 kV. Two inductors were made by forming the 
transmission line into the square shape shown in Fig 65 of 
chapter 6, and a fluid resistor of approximately 270 Q was 
connected across one of these. The current passing through 
this resistor produces a corresponding voltage at the 
terminals of the Rogowski coil. Fig 107 confirms that this 
voltage is a damped sinusoid, as of course is the current in 
the fluid resistor. Traces 1 and 2 of Fig 107 are recorded on 
different channels of an oscilloscope and both have a first 
peak value of 0.22 V. With the Rogowski coil having a stated 
sensitivity of 0.05 V/Amp, the current passed through the 
resistor is therefore 4.4 A. The voltage across the inductor 
is this current multiplied by fluid resistance, i.e 
4.4 x 270 = 1188 V. The rise time of the Rogowski coil cannot 
be worked out from Fig 107 because the oscilloscope time base 
was too fast. 
The two traces in Fig 108 again the same except for their 
voltage scale are the results of a measurement of the 
voltage across an exploding fuse, and this is a reasonable 
demonstration of the rise and decay times of this particular 
Rogowski coil. Although values for these cannot be worked out 
exactly from the figure, it is clear that these are both 
extremely short and certainly below 1 ~s. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
The main objective of the thesis was to investigate a plasma 
opening switch called a MESS switch, and to model an energy 
transfer system containing such a switch. To investigate an 
opening switch in isolation would not be sensible, and the 
other elements of a typical inductive energy transfer system 
must be included in any proper study. For this reason, the 
thesis also discuss other factors that are either directly or 
indirectly useful in understanding the role of the switch in 
enabling energy to be transferred to a load. For example, 
considerations of the capacitor bank in which the energy is 
stored before it is transferred and the closing switches that 
are involved are both indispensable to the overall objective. 
Capacitor banks are normally used as the initial energy store 
in an inductive energy transfer system, and banks with an 
energy storage capability of up to a few tens of Mega-Joules 
are currently operational. At present capacitors cannot be 
built to withstand more than 100 kV, due to the likelihood of 
insulation breakdown in their dielectric. Capacitor banks are 
expensive to build, but robust and well designed units will 
operate without any problems for many years. A typical duty 
cycle requires the capacitors to be charged to their nominal 
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voltage and then discharged rapidly, without developing faults 
such as leakage or insulation failure. 
Should higher voltage capacitors be required, then dielectric 
insulation and size will pose important problems. Bulky 
capacitors have a large stray inductance, which is undesirable 
for pulsed power applications since it reduces the rate of 
discharge. Considerable ongoing research is aimed at 
decreasing the size of high voltage capacitors and improving 
their energy storage density. 
Closing switches are more highly developed than are opening 
switches. Spark gap switches are the most commonly used form 
in pulsed-power technology, even though they require regular 
maintenance and their jitter time is not very good. Problems 
of pre-firing and not very specific triggering make them 
unsuitable for applications where several gaps are required to 
be closed simultaneously. In these cases laser triggering is 
said to provide the most reliable switching technique, but it 
is not yet in common use. The power required for triggering 
multiple gaps makes them somewhat uneconomical for many 
applications. 
Many different forms of spark gap switches are in use, with 
their gap width, medium and triggering method all depending on 
the application. Since they are relatively inexpensive to 
make, they can be replaced at frequent intervals. The choice 
of other types of closing switches, such as dielectric 
switches, surface switches and explosive switches is entirely 
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related to the application. The basic principle of the 
operation of both dielectric and explosive switches is the 
discharge of electrical energy through a puncture made by a 
controlled explosion, or some other form of destruction of the 
dielectric between the electrodes. For surface switches, the 
operation is due to a flashover between the electrodes. Any 
comparison of different features of closing or opening 
switches is not particularly meaningful, since switch are 
extremely application oriented, i.e if an application already 
uses a spark-gap switch, then considering an explosive switch 
or other type of closing switches having some better 
performance feature for example a faster closing time ) is 
most certainly irrelevant for that same application. 
Opening switches are still developing and different methods 
are needed to open a circuit that carries mega-amperes of 
current. Opening switches can be categorized in different 
groups, according to the method of interruption, but there is 
not a standard and widely acceptable categorization to cover 
all types. Opening swi tches so far made or designed have been 
purpose built for particular applications, and there is no 
particular type that can be recommended for general purpose 
use. In fact the fuse appears to be the only device in pulsed 
power technology that can generally be used as an opening 
switch in different environments and for different 
applications. However, even then, a particular design and 
construction needs to be confirmed for any individual 
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experiment. The application of a fuse as an opening switch in 
a typical current transfer circuit is investigated in 
chapter 6 and a time-resistance equation for the opening 
period was developed from the available experimental results. 
Using this fuse characteristic, a computer simulation of the 
corresponding circuit was developed and it was shown that the 
results from the simulation agree very well with the 
experimental results. The same method was used to investigate 
the MESS switch, in the current transfer circuit described in 
chapter 7. 
The operation of opening switches often involves the 
production of plasma, and consequently, they are often called 
plasma opening switches. Most attention in the thesis was 
directed towards the MESS switch, and to other switches having 
similar opening mechanisms. 
this switch is based on the 
The interruption mechanism of 
fast removal of plasma from 
between coaxial cylindrical electrodes, using magnetic forces 
created by the intense magnetic field produced by the current 
passing through the switch. The fast removal of the plasma 
contributes to a fast increase of the switch inductance with 
respect to time. An equivalent mathematical equation for this 
characteristic can be used in modelling an inductive energy 
transfer system containing a MESS opening switch. This 
provides information on the different parameters in the 
circuit such as the load current, peak voltage across the 
switch, interruption time and energy transfer efficiency for 
various capacitor sizes and voltage, storage inductance, 
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system resistance, and load. The computer model for the 
system used the Cayley-Hamilton technique to solve the 
relevant differential equations. This is normally an 
analytical method, but it was extended to provide a numerical 
as well as an analytical solution. 
The most important variables obtained from this study are the 
storage inductor current and the load current, since all the 
other variables can be derived from these. Results presented 
in the thesis suggest that the storage inductor current falls 
from its initial value as the switch inductance increases. 
The rate of this reduction increases as the switch inductance 
increases, with the load current rising from zero to a value 
usually less than the initial value. The final value of the 
load current depends on the value of the load, irrespective of 
the type of load, with an increase in the load reducing the 
final value. The final load current is less sensitive to 
resistive than to inductive load; for an increase of 150 fold 
in the resistive load ( from 1 to 150 mQ ) the fall is about 
1.1 MA, whereas with an inductive load, the same fall is 
brought about by only an 8 fold increase in the inductance ( 
from 5 to 40 nH). 
The switch current falls more rapidly than the storage current 
for any load, and the switch opening time is almost unaffected 
by resistive loads up to 382 mQ. Increasing the resistive 
load also increases the final switch current, and for a 
resistive 383 mQ load the final current is beyond the 
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definition of opening time. The opening time is also 
unaffected by an inductive load above about 15 nH, and is 
entirely independent of the applied capacitor voltage. 
The voltage across the switch or the load is required to be 
high, because mult.iplication of this voltage by the load 
current provides the pulsed-power output. For an increase in 
the resistive load from 1 to 150 mn, this voltage increases 
from about 2.9 kV to nearly 270 kV, which means that for a 150 
fold increase of the resistance the switch voltage is 
increased approximately 93 times. Increasing the resistive 
load further reduces the load current and the voltage, and 
therefore the pulsed power. For inductive loads from 5 to 
40 nH the peak switch voltage increases from about 65 kV to 
approximately 265 kV. The maximum voltage and load current 
for resistive loads occur at the same time and for a load up 
to 150 mn occur nearly at the end of the current transfer. 
For inductive loads the maxima do not occur simultaneously, 
and the efficiency of pulsed power production is therefore 
better with a resistive load. The efficiency of the current 
transfer reaches approximately 24.5% for a 40 nH inductive 
load and about 15.5% for a 150 mn resistive load. 
Energy considerations of the current transfer suggest that 
most energy is lost in the switch, and a small amount in the 
stray resistance of the circuit. Energy considerations for 
the conducting stage alone suggest that the initial 192 kJ 
energy of the capacitor bank has reduced to about 171 kJ, 
which is the initial energy of the storage inductor, giving an 
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efficiency of 89% for capacitive inductive conversion. The 
energy lost in the system resistance is high at this stage 
because the capacitive to inductive conversion takes more than 
3.5 /ls, and this increases the energy loss in the system 
resistance. 
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Appendix 1 
The Efficiency of a Conventional Energy 
capacitor 
bank 
LS 
--r-- C 
Transfer System 
s 
s 
intermediate 
network 
Fig 109 A conventional inductive energy transfer 
circuit. 
load 
Fig 109 shows schematically a typical inductive pulse 
compression systems, which transfers energy from the capacitor 
C to the load inductance L~ not coupled to L, ). The 
intermediate network consists of a storage inductor L, and an 
opening switch S2' with the crowbar switch S, being closed to 
protect the bank from the return flow of energy from the load. 
If the supply switch Ss is closed when the capacitor C is 
charged and switch S2 is already closed, electrostatic energy 
from the capacitor is transferred into magnetic energy W. 
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stored in the inductors L, and Ls ' such that when the current 
is ID' then 
(78) 
The crowbar switch S, is closed when the capacitor voltage has 
fallen to zero, in the process trapping energy in Ls' No 
electrostatic energy then remains in the capacitor. The 
switch S2 is opened at the same time, and flux linkage 
considerations show that the current I, that then flows into 
the load is 
(79) 
The electromagnetic energy delivered to the load at this 
current is 
(80) 
and normalising this to the basis of the initial energy in the 
capacitor gives 
WL u 2 ~ (81) 
Wo (u+J})(1+u)2 
where The ratio of WL!WD is the 
efficiency of the energy transfer circuit, and Fig 110 shows 
how this depends on the parameter a and therefore the storage 
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inductance L , . It is clear that the maximum possible 
efficiency of 25% occurs when ~ = 0 and a = 1, and that an 
increase in the inductance of the bank ( ~ * 0 ) causes the 
efficiency to fall drastically. For example,if ~ = 0.6 
say Ls = 3 nH and LL = 5 nH ) the maximum efficiency is only 
17%. 
>- ~=O,O () C 0.28 
ID ~=O, 2 () 
i;:: 
ID 0.24 ~=O,4 
~=O,6 
0.2 ~=O,8 
~=1, 0 
0.16 
0,12 
0.08 
0.04 
0~----+---~~---+----~----4-----+-~ 
0,05 1.55 3,05 4.55 6.05 7.55 9.05 a 
Fig 110 Efficiency inductive current transfer for different 
values of ~ ( = Ls/LL ). 
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Appendix 2 
Simulation of the L.U.T Pulsed Power 
Laboratory. 
A computer program was developed to determine the inductance 
to be added to prevent the current during a short circuit 
experiment on a capacitor bank becoming too high and to 
establish whether or not a crow-bar switch is needed. As 
mentioned earlier, the reverse voltage across the capacitor 
bank that was used should not exceed 15 kV, and a crowbar 
switch is only required when the initial capacitor voltage is 
sufficiently high for the reverse bank voltage to exceed this 
figure. The program also gives a value for the first peak of 
current flowing in the circuit. Unexpectedly high currents 
occurring during an experiment can cause considerable damage 
and, before starting any experiment, an assessment of the 
probable peak current should be made and precautions taken to 
ensure that operation is safe. 
The program developed can predict the behaviour of the circuit 
for different values of inductance, capacitance, initial 
capacitor bank voltage and stray circuit resistance. 
Chapter 6 determines the stray resistance and total inductance 
of a particular circuit, and from this data the results of a 
short circuit test can be determined. When there resul ts 
obtained are compared with the actual test result a 
calibration can be obtained for the current probe used in the 
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experiment. 
The computer program is written in Fortran 77 and uses a 4th 
order Runge-Kutta technique [125] to solve the differential 
equations. The program is as follow:-
c THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE CURRENT THROUGH AN THE 
c VOLTAGE ACROSS THE CAPACITOR BANK USING RUNGE-KUTTA 
METHOD. 
dimension x(2),y{2),f1(2),f2{2),f3{2),f4(2) 
common rs,xl,cap 
c PROGRAM READS THE DATA FROM THE FILE INPUT. 
open{l,file="input") 
c PROGRAM WRITES ~HE TIME, CURRENT, AND VOLTAGE DATA INTO 
c OUTPUT. 
open{2,file="output") 
c t,x(1),x{2),rs ARE INITIAL TIME, INITIAL VOLTAGE, 
c INITIAL CURRENT, AND THE RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT. 
read{l,*) t,x(1),x{2),h,nstep,rs 
c THE VALUES OF INDUCTANCE (XL) AND CAPACITANCE (CAP) IS 
c READ HERE. 
read*,xl,cap 
h2=O.5*h 
start=t 
do 6 k=l,nstep 
call xpsys{x,f1) 
y{l)=x{l)+h2*fl(1) 
y(2)=x(2)+h2*fl(2) 
call xpsys(y,f2) 
y{l)=x{l)+h2*f2{l) 
y(2)=x{2)+h2*f2{2) 
call xpsys{y,f3) 
y(1)=x(1)+h2*f3{l) 
y(2)=x{2)+h2*f3{2) 
call xpsys{y,f4) 
x{l)=x{l)+h*{fl{l)+2.0*{f2{l)+f3{l»+f4{l»/6.0 
x(2)=x{2)+h*{fl{2)+2.0*{f2{2)+f3{2»+f4{2»/6.0 
t=start+real{k)*h 
write(2,3)t,x{l),x{2) 
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3 format (lx,f20.10,3x,f20.10,3x,f20.10) 
print *,t,(x(j),j=1,2) 
6 continue 
stop 
end 
subroutine xPsys(x,f) 
dimension x(2),f(2) 
common rs,xl,cap 
a=-rs/xl 
b=1.0/xl 
c=-1.0/cap 
f(1)=a*x(1)~b*x(2) 
f(2)=c*x(1) 
return 
end 
Results for the variations in the circuit current and the bank 
voltage with time are recorded in the file called output and 
results are imported into Harvard graphics for plotting. 
Figs 111 and 112 present the time variations of the capacitor 
bank voltage and the current flowing through the circuit, for 
the same parameters ( i. e Vc = 10 kV, L = 340 nH, C = 240 IlF 
and Rs = 3.2 mQ ) used to provide the short-circuit test 
results of Fig 64 in Chapter 6 . 
By comparing the current waveform of Fig 112 and the one taken 
from the test ( Fig 64 ) the current probe used in the test 
can be calibrated. 
Reducing the value of inductance in the circuit will decrease 
the reverse voltage across the capacitor bank, but it will 
also increase the current in the circuit. 
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voltage/kV 
10 
7.5 
5 
2.5 
01---T-----7-----~----_+----~._----+_-­
-2.5 
-5 
-7.5 
-10 
-12.5 
-151-~~--~--~~~----~~--_+----~+_--~ 
o 0.00003 0.00006 0.00009 0.00012 0.00015 time/s 
Fig 103 Voltage across the capacitor bank in a short circuit 
having a total inductance of 340 nH. 
current/kA 
260 
195 
130 
65 
04-----~----~----4_----~----4_-----
-65 
-130 
-195 
-260 
o 0.00003 0.00006 0.00009 0.00012 0.00015 
Fig 104 Current flowing through the circuit having a total 
inductance of 340 nH. 
Fig 113 and Fig 114 are plotted for the same values as 
Figs 111 and 112, except the inductance is reduced to 20 nH, 
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which is about the stray inductance of the circuit. 
The effect of the change on the reverse voltage across the 
capacitor bank and the current passing through the circuit can 
clearly be seen. The results particularly emphasize the 
inherent trade off between the current used-in the circuit and 
the capacitor bank reverse voltage. 
voltage/kV 
12 
B 
4 
o~~~-+~~~~~----------------------------
-4 
-B 
o 0.00004 0.00008 0.00012 0.00016 
time/s 
Fig 105 Voltage acros.s the capacitor bank without any added 
inductance. 
current/kA 
900 
600 
300 
0~4-+-~~-f~~~--------------------------
-300 
-600 
-900 
o 0.00004 0.00008 0.00012 0.00016 
time/s 
Fig 106 The current flowing in the circuit with no added 
inductance. 
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Appendix 3 
Simulation of Pulsed Power Networks 
The Cayley-Hamilton method [127] was used to solve the 
differential equations that arise in chapter 6 and 7. The 
theorem underlying this method is that for the matrix equation 
or, in full 
dxl 
dt 
dx2 
dt 
= 
xn 
dt 
the solution is, 
dX 
- =A.X dt 
all a 12 
a 21 
a n1 
(82) 
aln Xl 
a2n X 2 
(83) 
• ann xn 
x = eAt. X(O) . (84) 
where X(O) is the initial value. Therefore, to find X 
requires the value of ell to be found and then multiplied by 
X(O) . 
The value of eAt can be found from 
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= II An + II A n-1 + II I n n-1 • •• 0 (SS) 
where I is a unit matrix, and the coefficients ~, ~-1' ••• and 
a, from 
e At = II ' n + II ' n-l + II D 11. n-l 11. • •• 0 (S6) 
where the A'S are the eigenvalues of the matrix A. 
To solve a matrix equation in the form of Equ (82), requires 
the eigenvalues of the matrix A to be found and these 
substituted into Equ (83), to determine the coefficients ~, 
~-1' etc. These are then substituted into Equ (85) to give 
the terms eM, which in turn are substituted into Equ (84) to 
give X. This process is illustrated in pig 115. 
At n 
e =cx A + n 
n-1 
CX A+···+cxl 
n-1 0 
At 
Finde 
x _ eAtX(O) -------II~~ Find X 
Fig 115 The solution by the Cayley-Hamilton method. 
As an example of the Cayley-Hamilton method, the capacitor 
discharge circuit of Fig 116 will be investigated. The 
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circuit equations which apply when switch S is closed at 
t = 0 are 
Vc = Ri + L di or di R i + Vc = dt; dt; L L 
and 
-~ fdt; + Vo dVc 1 (87) Vc = or = dt; c 
R L 
Vc C 
Fig 116 A capacitor discharge circuit. 
where Vo is the initial voltage of the capacitor. Rewriting 
Equ( 87 ) in state variable form gives 
di 
dt; 
dVc 
dt; 
(88) 
The first step of the Cayley-Hamilton method is to find the 
eigenvalues of the matrix A, where 
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(89) 
These eigenvalues are found from 
det ( A-AI ) = 0 
where det is the determinant of the A matrix and I is a unit 
matrix. In matrix form 
~ ) = [ 
-: 1 
hence 
R 1 det ( A - A I) = A ( -.;. + A) + 
010.- LC 
or 
giving 
1 
LC = 0 
and 
= 0 
It can be seen that Ai and A2 are complex conjugates or 
A2 = a - jb 
where R a = 2t.. and 
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4C 
L 
(90) 
The next stage of the method is to find a , and ex,. by 
substituting Al and A2 into Equ (86). This gives 
II + II 1 = eA,. o 1 1 or lIo + 1I1 ( a + jb ) = e (a + jb) t 
and 
II + II 1 = eA,. or lIo + 1I1 ( a - jb ) = e (a - jb) t o 1 2 
after some manipulation 0:, is obtained as 
e jbt - e-jbt 
j2 
sin (bt) 
and aD as 
II = eat ( a 
o b 
e jbt _ e-:Jbt 
-j2 
e jbt + e-jbt 
-2 ) 
IIO = eat (- ~ sin(bt) + cos (bt») 
Both eAt and X can now be found as 
and 
x = eAt. X( O} 
respectively. In matrix form, 
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Finally the current and the capacitor voltage are found from 
,",X(O, = [ 
as 
i = 
1 
-- 0: C 1 
The only condition for applying the CayleY-Hamilton method is 
that 1., and 1.2 are unequal. They are in fact only equal if the 
root of (R2 - 4C/L) are zero, which means that R2L = 4C. The 
possibility of this arising is extremely slim, and especially 
so with the range of circuit parameters that occur in pulsed 
power situations. 
The last two stages of the solution are conveniently carried 
out using a digital computer. A useful program is as follow:-
c CAYLEY HAMILTON.PROGRAM AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION of an RLC 
c CIRCUIT 
c VALUES OF INDUCTANCE (xl), CAPACITANCE (cap), 
c RESISTANCE (r) AND INITIAL CAPACITOR BANK VOLTAGE (vi) 
c IS READ HERE 
read *,x1,cap,r,vi 
t=O.O 
c OPEN A FILE ( Curvol ) TO WRITE DATAS INTO IT 
open(l,file="Curvol") 
do 10 k=0,200 
c CALCULATION IS CARRIED OUT IN STEP OF ,1, MICROSECOND 
step=1.e-6 
c MAKING THE ,A, MATRIX 
a11=-r/xl 
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a12=LO/xl 
a21=-1.0/cap 
a22=0.0 
a=all/2.0 
bb=a12*a21 
e=al1**2.0+4.0*bb 
if ( e .It • 0.0 ) then 
e=-e 
if ( e .eq • 0.0 ) then 
print * , "lambda's are equal" 
go to 20 
end if 
c=sqrt(e) 
b=c/2.0 
alfaO=exp{a*t)*{(-a/b)*sin(b*t)+cos(b*t» 
alfal=(exp(a*t)/b)*sin(b*t) 
current={a12*alfal*vi) 
voltage=(alfaO*vi) 
print * ,t,current,voltage 
write(l,3)t,current,voltage 
3 format (lx,f25.12,2x,f25.12,2x,f25.12) 
t=step+t 
10 continue 
20 stop 
end 
The results of this simulation, which are stored in the file 
called Curvol, are plotted against time using the Harvard 
Graphics package. Since these results are the same as those 
described in Appendix 2, they are not re-presented here. 
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Appendix 4 
computer Program for Curve Fitting 
Technique. 
This Appendix present the computer program used to determine 
the best possible mathematical curve fit to the 
inductance/time characteristic of a MESS switch. It can also 
be used in any other situation where it is required to 
determine the best polynomial equation fit to a set of 
experimental data. Samples from the curve are taken and 
stored in a file called mess input , and are then forwarded to 
the Nag-Library-Routine E02ACF. This can provide the 
coefficients for different orders of polynomial fit. The 
program compares the actual curves with the ones provided by 
the Nag-Routine for the different polynomial orders requested, 
by plotting them side-by-side, and the best order fit for the 
polynomial can be deduced by visual comparison with the 
experimental results. 
real * 8 x(SO), y(SO), a(SO), ref 
c X AND Y ARE INPUT POINTS CO-ORDINATES 
c A IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING al, a2, a3, ... 
open(l,file="messinput") 
c messinput CONTAINS THE SAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE GRAPH 
open(2,file="poutput n ) 
c poutput CONTAINS THE DATA FOR PLOTTING AN COMPARISON 
open(3,file=lmessinl") 
open(4,file="messpoly") 
c messploy CONTAINS THE VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS 
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read *, ml. 
c Ml. IS THE ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
n=28 
c N IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
c N MUST BE GREATER THAN Ml. 
do l.5 i=l., n 
read(l.,*) x(i), y(i) 
l.5 continue 
call e02acf(x,y,n,a,ml.,ref) 
write(4,*) a 
print *, a 
do 20 time=O.O, l.35.e-9, 5.0e-9 
t=time 
res=a(l.)+a(2)*t+a(3)*t**2+a(4)*t**3+a(5)*t**4+a(6)*t**5+ 
+ a(7)*t**6a(8)*t**7+a(9)*t**8+a(l.0)*t**9+a(l.l.)*t**l.O+ 
+ a(l.2)*t**l.l.+a(l.3)*t**l.2+a(14)*t**l.3+a(l.5)*t**l.4+ 
+ a(l.6)*t**17 
print *, res, t 
read(3,*) resmai 
print*,lIresmai",resmai 
write(2,*) t, res, resmai 
20 continue 
stop 
end 
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Appendix 5 
Computer Program for Solving the Current 
Transfer Circuit by Cayley-Hamilton Technique. 
This Appendix presents a computer program used to solve an 
inductive current transfer circuit in which a MESS switch is 
used as an opening switch. The solution by the Cayley-
Hamilton method may not have been applied before, and it is 
based on a strong mathematically backed analytical solution, 
rather than the pure numerical technique normally employed in 
solving sets of first-order differential equations. In a 
normal case the Cayley-Hamilton method can only be applied to 
a set of first order differential equations written in the 
form of state variables, when their A matrix ( see section 7-
3-3 ) is composed of constant elements, i. e to be able to 
apply Cayley-Hamiltonmethod the A matrix must not be a 
function of time. Analysis of an inductive current transfer 
circuit results in a set of first-order differential equation 
which, if written in the form of state variables, produces a 
matrix A which is a function of time. A perfect analytical 
solution cannot therefore be achieved, but an elaborate 
solution, together with a computer program enables a numerical 
solution to be obtained. At every step in the program the 
corresponding time is given to the elements of the A matrix 
and the solution carried out using this A matrix. The results 
for that particular time are stored, and for the next step the 
new value of time is used in the A matrix elements. The 
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program produces as many different A matrices as the number of 
steps, which can be decided by the programmer. The results 
stored in the file can be plotted for the required interval of 
time. 
c THIS IS AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF A CIRCUIT WHICH TRANSFERS 
c THE ENERGY OR CURRENT FROM A STORAGE INDUCTOR TO AN 
c INDUCTIVE-RESISTIVE LOAD BY MEANS OF A MESS SWITCH. 
c CAYLEY HAMILTON PROGRAM AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
implicit double precision {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,p,r,s,t,x} 
real * 8 aa{3,3}, a{3,3}, b{3,3}, c{3,3}, aO{3,3) 
real * 8 ai{3,3), z(3), al{3,3), a2{3,3), su{3,3), 
sum{3,3) 
real * 8 rez(3), imz(3), aco(4), tol, apoly{8}, 
apolyl(8) 
c FILE curvol2 CONTAINS ALL THE REQUIRED OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING 
open{l,file="curvoI2") 
c THE INPUTS WHICH ARE IN indata FILE ARE L, ,L2 ,C , Rs, R,V 
open{2,file="indata"} 
c FILE messpoly CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL FOR 
c MESS SWITCH CHARACTERISTIC Ls 
open{3,file="messpoly") 
c FILE messpolyl CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL FOR 
c DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTIC OF Ls WHICH IS dLs/dt 
open{4,file="messpolyl") 
read{3,*)apoly 
read{4,*}apolyl 
c MAKING THE .A. MATRIX AS IN A.X=B 
tol=x02aaf{O.1) 
c xl, AND xlI ARE L
" 
AND L2 
read{2,*)xl,xll,cap,rs,r,v 
c DELTA .T. IS THE TIME WHEN THE OPENING ACTION STARTS AND 
c THAT IS AT THE FIRST PEAK CURRENT OF CHARGING PERIOD. THIS 
c TIME IS A QUARTER OF AN OSCILLATION PERIOD 
deltat={3.1415926536/2.0}*sqrt{xl*cap} 
c SUBROUTINE INITIAL FIND THE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE OF THE 
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c CHARGING PERIOD AND RETURN IT IN THE FORM OF xicur,xinvol 
call initial(deltat,xl,cap,rs,v,xincur,xinvol) 
print *, "INITIAL", xincur, xinvol 
res12=xincur 
ei=0.S*xl*(res12**2) 
step=1.Oe-9 
do 10 kk=O, 300 
t=real(kk)*1.Oe-9 
tl=t 
c s IS THE VALUE OF dLs/dt AT EACH TIME STEP 
s=apolyl(1)+apolyl(2)*tl+apolyl(3)*(tl**2) 
+ +apolyl(4)*(tl**3)+apolyl(S)*(tl**4)+apolyl(6)*(tl**S) 
+ +apolyl(7)*(tl**6)+apolyl(8)*(tl**7) 
c xls IS THE VALUE OF Ls AT EACH TIME STEP 
xls=apoly(l) +apoly(2) *tl+apoly(3) *,(tl**2) 
+ +apoly(4)*(tl**3)+apoly(S)+*(tl**4) 
+ +apoly(6)*(tl**S)+apoly(7)*(tl**6) 
+ +apoly(8)*(tl**7) 
c SETTING UP THE .A. MATRIX 
ggOl=(xl+xls}* (xll+xls) 
gOl=(ggOl-xls**2)/ggOl 
gl=«xls*s-(rs+s}*(xll+xls»/ggOl)/gOl 
g2=«s*(xll+xls)-xls*(r+s»/ggOl)/gOl 
g3=(1.0/(xl+xls}}/gOl 
g4=«s*(xl+xls)-xls*(r+s»/ggOl)/gOl 
gS=-«(xl+xls}*(r+s)-s*xls)/ggOl)/gOl 
g6=(xls/ggOl}/gOl 
g7=-1. O/cap 
aa(l,l)=gl 
aa(l,2)=g2 
aa(l,3)=g3 
aa(2,l)=g4 
aa(2,2)=gS 
aa(2,3)=g6 
aa(3,l)=g7 
aa(3,2)=0.0 
aa(3,3)=O.O 
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c A MATRIX IS NOW STORED IN aa(3,3) 
c FINDING THE EIGENVALUES OF .A. MATRIX BY USING NAG ROUTINE 
aco(1)=1.0 
aco(2)=-(aa(1,1)+aa(2,2» 
aco(3)=-(aa(2,1)*aa(1,2)-aa(1,1)*aa(2,2)+ 
+ aa(3,1)*aa(1,3» 
aco(4)=-(aa(3,1)*aa(1,2)*aa(2,3)-
+ aa(3,1)*aa(1,3)*aa(2,2» 
c CALLING THE C02AEF NAG ROUTINE FOR A'S. imz(l), imz(2), 
c imz(3) 
c ARE THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE A'S AND rez(l), rez(2), 
c rez(3) ARE THEIR REAL PART 
call c02aef(aco,4,rez,imz,tol,0) 
if ( imz(2) .ne. 0.0 ) then 
c IF ONE OF THE imz(l), imz(2) OR imz(3) ARE NOT ZERO THAT 
c MEANS THAT TWO OF THE EIGENVALUES ARE COMPLEX AND ONE OF 
c THEM IS REAL 
print * , "LAMBDAS ARE NOT ALL REAL" , rez, imz 
c THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE EIGENVALUES ARE COMPARED TO ZERO 
c TO FIND THE REAL ROOT. IN EACH CASE THE REAL ROOT IS REAL 
c PART OF THE ONE WHICH ITS CORRESPONDING IMAGINARY PART IS 
c ZERO 
if( imz(l).eq.O.O ) then 
asl=rez(l) 
as=rez(2) 
bs=imz(2) 
end if 
if ( imz(2).eq.0.0 ) then 
asl=rez(2) 
as=rez(l) 
bs=imz(l) 
end if 
if(imz(3).eq.0.0) then 
asl=rez(3) 
as=rez(l) 
bs=imz(l) 
end if 
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c CALCULATION OF a's WHEN THE A'S ARE NOT ALL REAL 
glanl=asl 
as2=as+glanl 
a3=2.0*as 
a4=as-glanl 
a5=2.0*bs 
a6=as*glanl 
a7=bs*glanl 
a8=as**2+bs**2 
a9=a5*a4 
bl=bs*a5 
b2=a4**2+bs**2 
b3=-a9**2-bl**2 
b4=-as2*bl-bs*a9 
b5=as2*a9-bs*bl 
b6=a6*bl+a7*a9 
b7=a6*a9-a7*bl 
alfal={exp{as*t}/b3}*{2.0*b4*cos{bs*t} 
+ +2.0*b5*sin{bs*t»-{a3/b2)*exp{glanl*t) 
+ alfa2=exp{glanl*t) Ib2+(exp{as*t)/b3) * 
+ (2.0*bl*cos{bs*t)-2.0*a9*sin(bs*t» 
+ alfaO={a8/b2)*exp(asl*t)+{exp{as*t)/b3)* 
+ (2.0*b6*cos{bs*t)-2.0*b7*sin{bs*t» 
else 
c CALCULATION OF a'S WHEN THE A'S ARE ALL REAL 
print* ,"LAMBDAS ARE ALL REAL" 
glanl=rez(l) 
glan2=rez(2) 
glan3=rez(3) 
ps12=glanl+g1an2 
ps13=glanl+g1an3 
ps23=glan2+g1an3 
pm21=glan2-g1anl 
pm23=glan2-g1an3 
pm31=glan3-g1anl 
pp12=glanl*glan2 
pp13=glanl*glan3 
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pp23 =glan2 *glan3 
alfaO=(pp23/(pm21*pm31»*exp(glan1*t) 
+ +(pp13/(pm21*pm23»* exp(glan2*t) 
+ -(pp12/(pm31*pm23»*exp(glan3*t) 
alfa1=(ps12/(pm31*pm23»*exp(glan3*t) 
+ -(ps13/(pm21*pm23»*exp(glan2*t)-(ps23/(pm21*pm31»* 
+ exp(glan1*t) 
alfa2=exp(glan1*t)/(pm21*pm31) 
+ +exp(glan2*t)/(pm21*pm23)- exp(glan3*t)/(pm31*pm23) 
end if 
c test1, test2, AND test3 SHOULD BE EQUAL IF alfa's ARE 
c CALCULATED CORRECTLY 
test1=exp(glan1*t)-alfa2*glanl**2-alfa1*glan1 
test2=exp(glan2*t)-alfa2*glan2**2-alfa1*glan2 
test3=exp(glan3*t)-alfa2*glan3**2-alfa1*glan3 
c MAKING THE A**2 MATRIX BY CALLING NAG ROUTINE F01CKF 
do 15 i=1, 3 
do 15 j=1, 3 
b(i,j)=aa(i,j) 
c(i,j)=aa(i,j) 
15 continue 
call f01ckf(a,b,c,3,3,3,z,1,1,0) 
c HERE MATRIX a HAS THE VALUE OF A**2 
c CREATING A UNIT MATRIX 
do 35 i=1, 3 
do 35 j=1, 3 
if (i.eq.j) then 
ai(i,j)=1.0 
else 
ai(i,j)=O.O 
end if 
35 continue 
c MULTIPLICATION OF A**2 MATRIX TO ALFA2 AND A TO ALFAl 
c AND .I. (THE UNIT MATRIX) TO ALFAO 
do 25 i=1, 3 
do 25 j=1, 3 
a2(i,j)=a(i,j)*alfa2 
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al(i,j)=aa(i,j)*alfal 
aO(i,j)=ai(i,j)*alfaO 
25 continue 
c ADDING [(A**2)*(ALFA2)] TO [(A*ALFA1)]. FOR THAT I WROTE 
c A SMALL SUBROUTINE CALLED add. 
call add(al,a2,su) 
c ADDING [(I*ALFAO)] TO THE PREVIOUS ONE STORED IN su 
call add(su,aO,sum) 
c MULTIPLICATION OF THIS sum INTO THE INITIAL VALUES X(O) 
resl=sum(l, 1) *xincur+sum(l,3) *xinvol 
res2=sum(2, 1) *xincur+sum(2,3) *xinvol 
res3=sum(3,l) *xincur+sum(3,3) *xinvol 
res4=resl-res2 
c resl IS, I, res2 IS, 12 res3 Is, Vc AND res4 IS, Is 
cresS IS, Vs WHICH IS VOLTAGE ACROSS THE MESS SWITCH 
xltotal=xl*xls+xls*xll+xl*xll 
c CALCULATION OF VOLTAGE ACROSS THE MESS SWITCH 
resS=«xll*xls*res3)+(xl*r*xls)*res2-(xll*rs*xls)*resl 
+ +(xl*xll)*res4*s)/xltotal 
c CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE RESISTIVE LOAD 
c edr IS THE ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE RESISTIVE LOAD (R) 
edr=edr+step*r*res2**2 
c CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE SYSTEM RESISTANCE 
c R. 
c edrs IS THE ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE SYSTEM RESISTANCE Rs 
edrs=edrs+step*rs*resl**2 
c CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE SWITCH 
edini=O.S*12.S*lOe-9*(res4**2) 
edmess=edmess+step*O.S*xls*(res4**2)+edini 
c RESULTS SHOWN IN A NEATER FORM BY hres?? 
hreslO=resl 
c hreslO IS CURRENT I, 
hres20=res2 
c hres20 IS CURRENT 12 
hres30=res3 
c hres30 IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE CAPACITOR BANK 
hres40=res4 
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c hres40 IS THE SWITCH CURRENT 
hresSO=resS 
c hresSO IS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE SWITCH 
hres60=edrs 
c hres60 IS THE ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE SYSTEM RESISTANCE Rs 
hres70=edr 
c hres70 IS THE ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE RESISTIVE LOAD (R) 
hres80=rs*resl**2 
c hres80 IS POWER LOST IN THE STRAY RESISTANCE OF THE SYSTEM 
hres90=res2*resS 
c hres90 IS THE PULSED-POWER PRODUCED IN THE LOAD 
hreslOO=O.S*cap*res3**2 
c hreslOO IS ENERGY OF THE CAPACITOR BANK 
hresllO=O.S*xl*resl**2 
c hresllO IS THE ENERGY OF THE STORAGE INDUCTOR 
hres120=O.S*xll*res2**2 
c hres120 IS THE ENERGY IN THE INDUCTIVE LOAD 
hres130=O.S*xls*res4**2 
c hres130 IS THE ENERGY IN THE MESS SWITCH 
hres140=edmess 
c hres140 IS THE ENERGY LOSS IN THE SWITCH 
hreslS0=hres120+hres70 
c hreslS0 IS THE TOTAL ENERGY REACHED TO THE INDUCTIVE-
c RESISTIVE LOAD 
ht=t 
write(l,*)ht, resl0, hres20, hres30, hres40, hresSO, 
+ hres60, hres70, hres80, hres90, bresl00, bresll0, 
+ hres120, hres130, hres140, breslS0 
10 continue 
stop 
end 
subroutine initial(deltat,xl,cap,rs,v,incur,invol) 
implicit double precision (a,b,c,d,e,g,r,t,x) 
al1=-rs/xl 
a12=1.0/xl 
a21=-1.0/cap 
a22=0.O 
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bb=a12*a21 
e=all**2.0+4.0*(bb) 
if(e.lt.O.O)then 
e=-e 
c=sqrt(e) 
b=c/2.0 
a=al1/2.0 
else if (e.ge.O.O) then 
glanl=all/2.0+sqrt(e) 
glan2=al1/2.0-sqrt(e) 
end if 
t=deltat 
alfaO=exp(a*t)*«-a/b)*sin(b*t)+cos(b*t» 
alfal=(exp(a*t)/b)*sin(b*t) 
incur=(a12*alfal*v) 
invol=(alfaO*v) 
return 
end 
subroutine add (a,b,c) 
implicit double precision (a,b,c) 
dimension a(3,3),b(3,3),c(3,3) 
do 100 i=1,3 
do 100 j=1,3 
c(i,j)=a(i,j)+b(i,j) 
100 continue 
return 
end 
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